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A fast-slow coincldence spectrometer has been de-

veloped to operate at a resolvlng time of, 2xtO-B seconds. Thts

spectrometer was calibrated wlth tlne ILT2 * 1332 kev cascade in
._. 6o
i\ l_

The isotopes 72wt92, 6rt^'5'and ,rTaf8l r""" studied

because they provided a test for the theory of the coll-ective

model of the nucleus. These lsotopes have many nucl-eons out-

side of closed shells resultj-ng in large nuclear deformations,

hence they are called I0strongly deformed nuclei. e

Tne 67./¡ -'+ L222 ycev cascade in w1B2 gave a correlation

which satisfies a 2+2+O assignment, the 6f.4 kev transition

being pure E, and the i-222 kev transitj-on belng Pure Er.

The L52.4 * it222 lcev cascade in W1B2 gave a correla-

bion which satisfies a 3+2-Q asslgnment" Í]ne 752.4 kev

transition is pure 8.., "

-V

ABSTRACT

the assignment:

z(Er) -' e (9oy'" Ez, ro% ML) * z. These

{-l¡a nrarli a1-inr¡ Of the COlleCtíVe mOdel_ baSed Onv¡rv }/À

of K-forbiddenness in w182.

The 244 + L22 ]xev cascade was studied

the resulting assignment

The 6f "4 + 7122 kev cascade in WfB2 was shown to have

results verify

the existence

1-^D
i n Qm-J* r"ri #!l-l.l r)III , W -L t,lL

4(82) - 2(rr) -'o



--J- VJ.

The :_32'+ 345 kev cascade was studied in Tal8l with

the resulting spi-n assignments

!/z(nz) * 5/2(nr) -* 9/2.

These two asslgnments also agree wlth the predictlons

of the coll-ectlve model.



Chapter ï

Theoretical Considerations

(a) Introductlon

The sclntll]atlon counter, since 1ts concepflon as

a device by Kallman (f) has been the basls of gamma-ray

spectroscopy. Brady and Deutsch (a) lncorporated 1t as a

means of studying the spin asslgnments of the energy levels

of gamma-emitting nuclei by performing angular correlation

experiments based on the pioneer work of Hamllton (3) on the

'theory of directional correlation. The problem 1n directlonal

angular correlation is as fol-lows: a nucleus emits two gamrna-

rays g1 and E2 consecutively with less than a microsecond be-

tween their emisslon times " One then asks what 1s the relative

probabil1ty TtI( 0) dCI that 82 is emitted i-nto a solid angle dO at

an angle 0 with respect to gl. Hamilton was the first to work

out the theoretical expression for the correlabion function

hI( e) for a large number of cases of interest.

Experimentally one counts the number of coincidences

between g, and 82 as a function of the angle subtended by the

axes of bhe two counters. Comparison of the experimental- cor-

relatj-on functi-on with theory provides the desired informafion

about the proper"ties of the nuclear levels and the radiations.

The complete specification of the correl-atlon function requires

five parameters:ìThe multipole orders Lr and L, of the gamma-

rays g1 and 82 and the splns il, i and i2 of the lnitial,
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intermediate and final nuclear states. Thus the directional

correl-ation measurement alone never allows a complete determina-

tion of a1l- nuclear parameters involved. only in conjunction

with other methods i-s it possible to establish a complete decay

scheme. The parlties of the nuclear states cannot be determlned

in a directional correlatlon experiment, and the faet that the

correlation function W( O) does not depend on the parities of the

nuclear states can be understood classically. Electric and mag-

netic radiations of the same multipole orders L are related by

the transformation E + H, H + -8. ThiS transformation leaves

the Poynting vector and therefore the angular distribution of

the radiation unaltered. Thus it is impossible to dístinguish

between electric and magnetic radiation by means of a dírectional

correlation experiment. They can be distlngulshed, however, by

a polari za1ion-dlrection correiation experiment.

This thesis is concerned with gamma-gaÍuna directional-

correlati-on experiments on four different radio-isotopes '

Chapter I summari-zes the theory needed to understand the physics

of angular correlation. Chapter II is concerned with the elec-

tronic details of coincidence spectrometry and th,e calj-bration

and corrections used on such equipment. chapter III describes

and analyzes bhe results of the measurements on the four iso-

topes " It is found that the results can be described by the

coll-ective model of the nucleus. Chapter IV ls a summary of

this work along with its conclusions.
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(n) Theory of Gamma-Gamma Directional correlation
The theory of gamma-ganuna directional- correlation has

been treated from the point of view of standard perturbation
methods (3) and group theoretic techniques (4). The perrurba_
t10n methods enable one to derlve some physlcal lnslght lnto
the processes invorved hence thls section wir-r glve a brlef
exposition of these techniques. Biedenharn and Rosers review
article (4) on the theory conta1ns some resurts which will
simply be stated at bhe end of this section.

consider a nucr-eus which is initiarry in an excited
state A and undergoes two successive emissions of quanta, thus
passing through an intermediate state B and endi-ng in a finar_
state c. Let the totat angular momentum of the inltial, inter_
mediate and final states be,-. -.- 

u {r, { and J, with elgenvalues
'j,(j,*r)1,.,,,/j(j+r)l,2^na¿ffijJI,,JzandJ2,aretheir
z components with eigenvalues mr?r, mtr and m"h. The m-states
of each level total (Z¡+f) in number"

rt was polnted out in the introduction that a correla_
tion does exist bebween the directlon of emission of the second
quanta relative to the first. - one then asks what is the proba_
bi1itythatthesecondW*-j.11beemittedatu,.u,'*,"0re1a-
tive to the first? This probabllity function represents the cor_
relation between the two di-rections of emission.

The ca]culatlon starts with the Hamiltonian of the
system, in particular with the interaction term which is rearly
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the coupling between the nucleons and the radiation fiel_d. Thls
interaction term causes the transitions with which we are con-

cerned hence we shall_ devote a few lines to it.
The individual nuc]eons i-n the nucreus are charged

particles that see a vector potentlal A due to the radlablon
fiel-d (tire quanta under consideration) . rf one assumes that
the velocitles of the nucreons are non-relativistic then the
interaction between the nucleons and the quanta is:

PH--li'Adv:Êr-
1P-ã.J Pr Adv

where i. and p are the current

i-nvolved in the bransition.
The vector potential

of amplitude e, polarization e

5o is the propagati-on direction
A = e e exp(i f.r).

( r"r)

and charge denslties of the nucleons

can be represented by plane i4iaves

and wave number K : kK- = Z.rvc-l- K-o o-
and y iS the fronrrên^r¡ TenCe

f ¡ n\
\t"é)

The amplitude q is a function of time but independent

of position. The interaction between the nucleons and the quanta

thus become

fr f T(. r.I p r e-:l : dv.el'

dY
c- (-L"J/

The exponenbial in the integrand is now expanded i_n a

Taylor series. One takes cognizance of the fact that the multi-
pole moments of a system with charge and current densities p and

i are given by:



Suitable re- arrangements
,tof exp(iK'r) along with

Ã

n ¡ rl¡¡
t' : *u : electric dipole moment. (r.4)

= electric quadrupole moment" (r"¡)

dv = magnetic dipole moment, ( r"6)

the terms in the series expansion

above definÍtions leads to:

r¡
P =l

a)

"r -ltw-J

M:

prrdv

åj rxi

of

the

(r .r)

This is the result when the interaction term is expanded in terms

of the mulbipole moments of the system. Ïrfhen the radiation ob-

served i-s câused by any one of these terms the radlation has the
same multipolarity as the perturblng term, i.e. the radiation
will be electric dipole, electric quadrupole or magnetic dlpole,
etc. depending upon whether it was caused by p, I or M, etc.
Since we are dealÍng with a linear system with each term in the

multipole erqransion of H(I!", u,) independent of the other, the

transitions between the different l-evel-s can have different multi-
pole characteristics. That is to sâv, the electric dipofe term

can cause the tr"ansibion from A + B while the electric quadrupole

term can cau.se the transitlon from B ..+ C. Thus the first garqma-

ray would be e]ectric dípole in characber whil-e the second would

be electric quadrupole.

H(Eo,.) 3 e.(p + U*Eo * invc-t g.Eo + ...)
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The matrix elements that enter into the calculatlon of

the directional correlati-on function will- be precisely the matrix

elements of the multlpole moments of equatlon (f.Z).

Since the radlatlon fleld has been represented by plane

waves it can be quantized by quantizing bhe amplitudes of these

plane waves " Thls quantizatj-on leads to the well known repre-

sentation of the radiation fleld by an assembly of simple har-

monj-c oscillators. These oscil-l-ators have certain occupation

numbers tlnat are related to the amplitudes of the plane waves

chosen to represent the radi-ation field"

Because of these occupation numbers all
the system (nucleus plus radiation field) can be

states of the nucleus are specifÍ-ed by the number

each level whj-le the radiation field is specified

tion numbers " The states of the nucleus will be

Op, Br, and CU where the subseripts are values of

tion numbers of the field oscill-ators will be nt "

the states of

specified. The

of m-stabes in

by bhe occupa-

designated as

m. The occupa-

Thus the initial state can be represented by the numbers

(A¿, n1.. "np" " "ro...) and quantum mechanically the probability of

findíng the system in that state will be given by the square of

the absolute val-ue of the probability amplitude a1. The system

emi-ts a photon, thereby undergoing a transition where the nucleus

is now 1n an intermediate state 8,, and bhe occupation number of

the field oscill-ator which has accepted the photon will have in-

creased by one. If this photon is emitted ínto the p-th flel-d

oscillator the intermediabe stabe can be specified by the numbers
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/p h n *r \ '.r.'#\ ¿¡ associated probablllty amplitude\-nrrrl. ..¿¡prI. ..tt'.. o I Ùr+v¡

b-^. The subscript p on the b lndicates an increase ln the
,ay

number of entlties in the system.

The system now emlts a second photon lnto the õ-th

field oscillator. The nucleus has thus passed to the flnal

state specified by Cn and the occupatlon number of the o'-th

fiel-d oscillator lncreases by one due to the photon lt has ac-

cepted. The flnal state is thus specifled by the numbers

(Cp,11. . .no*1 " . "no+l. . . ) with an associated probabllity ampIl-

1-,r.'rie o The square of the absolute value of this probabilityeuuv "ppo"

amplitude will- thus yle1d the probability of finding the system

with the nucleus in the final state Cp and the occupation numbers

of the p-th and o-tln field oscillators increased by one indicaf-

ing the emission of two photons.

One finds "ppo 
by solvlng bhe equation

i¡-Ã-r r1 0,.i
J

Hr.,- âr- * E, a.Jl{]{JJ

which governs the time dependence of the probability amplitudes

a -r and â,-. The a ., and 4,. refer to any of the above a " . b or
J^Jlr---u-4'-nP

a lT 'îs the matrix el-ement due to the interaction (1.3)."ppo' "jk -"
Hamilton (¡) in particular writes down three equations that con-

nect àt, b_^ and C^^^. Specification of ar(t=O) constitutes a
,ry yy - '{"

statement of the initial conditions. Certai-n solubi-ons to these

three equations are assumed which enable the probability ampli-

tudes to be calculated"

ã
k

(r.B)
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It turns out Elnat these probabillty amplitudes depend

on the product of bwo factors. The first factor depends on the

time t, ,f ,oo r(Al,) ano 7(Brr). The quanti-ties up and vo are

the frequencles associabed wlth the p-th and o-th fleld osc1l-

lators wh1le 4rr7(l¿) ano 4rr7(Br,) are the probabllltles of a

radlatlve transitlon from the stabes A, and Brr, respectlvely.

The second factor depends on the inltiaL condltions and on the

matrlx elements of the interactlon term H(Ko, e) which contains

the multi-pole moments of the system.

If we return now to the probability amplitude 
"ppo,

the sqri.are of its absolute value gives the probability of finding

the nucleus in the final state Cp after it has emitted quanta

into the p-th and o-th fleld oscillators. If we sum over all- the

m-states of the final state, 1.e. form E < | c I >2 then one

rinds rhe probabil*y or u." "".r"; ";tir;";:ilt;'1,'ro the p-th

and o-th field oscill-ators at any time t" One then takes the

limit of the above sum as t + *, i"e.

wpo = ltå p> 
< I cppo | '3" '

(1.e)

I¡I i-s thenpo

os cillators
this we can

emitted ab

the probability of emÍssion of quanta into the fÍeld

p and o. This quantity ls important because from

find the probability tlnat the second quanta will be

an angle 0 relative to the first.
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This is done by integrating (1"9) over att the fre-
quencies y n and v- of the f1e1d oscil-lators. The first factorPU
i-n c-.,^ contains yn and v^ while the second contains the sole¡,yU P U

dependence on the dlrections of emission Kl and Kt and the
-o -o

polarizatlons et and en, Í["r"" after the lntegrati-on over the
frequencies one need only specify the second factor in 

"ppo
since one is lnterested only in relative probabllities.

It was mentioned in the introducti-on that directional-
correlation measuring apparatus is polarLzation insensitlve,
thus one must sum over the þolari-zations er and ett. Further,
it can be shown t(3) Appendj-x r p.13ol that the value of the
probability that two quanta wil-l- be emitted with a relative
angle 0 between them i-s i-ndependent of the direction that one

chooses for the axis of quantization. Thus one can seleet the
rli ranf r'nn nf r I
L¡rr--sç ./rurr ur- propagation Ko of the first photon as the axls

of quantization K which yields

(;, lH(K,e') l¡) l2l (¡ lH(r'j,",,) l;r)E.l,np
eî e,t

t-.ÌrI - (r.ro)

This j-s the directj-onal-correlation function which gives the prob-

ability that the second photon will be emitted at a relative
angle A to the first " One can notice that it contains the

product of the sqliares of the absolute values of two matrix
elements " These matrix el-ements contain the interaction term

and of course, the rnu.ltipole moments of the system" Thus the
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multipole moment that determines the value of the matrix element

(;t I H(K,er) I ¡) does not necessarily have to be that which deter-
'l'mines (i lH(Ko,e") | iÐ, leading to the resurt that the phobons

can have multipolarities of different character.

The wave functions that enter into the

the matrlx elements in equation (f.fO) depend on

numbers (jr*r)(¡*) and (jrmr). Let the flrsr and

carry away angular momentum 1n the amounts Lt and

calculatlon of

the quantum

second quanta

id1

of

the

Id1

E.K

s+ã
\¿

'r'R
-L -g cost o

"o"4 e

spin .i. of the- "t- initial
': ji nnrì

ç¿

( r. rr)

also evalu-

state for
a

ã), : i then
T'<Ú

Tf rrra lot *̂2

LZ. Then

: i-LI and JZ : J*LZ. LI and L, are call_ed the multlpoLarlties
the radiations. Since (f.fO) i. summed over ml, m, m, and

polarizatj-ons, then w depends on six quantities; the spins
j and i2 or the inítial, íntermediate and final states; the

multipolarities L.l and L, of the radiations and the angle 0 that
makes with Since 0 is the lndependent variable, complete

specification depends on jl, j, jZ, Lt and Lr.
Hamilton expresses the correlation functj-on hl i-n terms

of powers of 
"o"2 

e, i.e.,

I¡I -

where ft ano fr """ functions of ( jr_ j jz 11 12) . He
K\ated = and ã in terms of thet"¿ r"¿

various types of transitions.

I¡I :1 * 
^Z "ou2

o + a4 "o"4 e. ( r. rz)



This expression holds when

1.e. each quantum ls pure

- 1l_

the cascade it * i
Lt and Lr. I¡lhen ib

* j2 is Pure,

is pure the cas-

cade will be denoted by lr(r-,r) ¡(L2)i2.
Accordlng to.Eledenharn and Rose (4) the most con-

venient form of describing the dlrectlonal correlatlon W(e)

between garuna-rays g1 and g, 1s:

n(e) = I * AzPz (cos e) + * ou*u* tu*"* (cos e). ( r .rs)

The hlghest term in this expanslon ls determlned by the selec-

tion rules:

k*u* = Mln (zi, ZLy, zLz) .

The explicit calculation of the coefficients An 1s greatly

facilítated by the fact that they can be broken up into two

factors, each factor depending on only one transition of the

cascade. Biedenharn and Rose denote these factors bV FU and

rrr?{ + ô "vlfAVç.

Ak = Fk(Ll il J) Fk(L2 iz i) (r"r4)

Numerical values of the coefficients FU have been

calculated (4). trxperÍmenta]ly one determines the coefflcients

At by assumlng an appropriate value fo" k*u* (usually 4) and

then making a least square fit of equation (1.13) to the values

of lrlu*o(0) measured at several angles.
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nhe least squares flt 1s a technlque tna"t 1s wel-L

known and treated ln many standard texts, (Snedecor, Statlstlcal
Methods, rowa state college Press) hence, the results of the

methods of least squares w111 be stated wlthout proof or derl-
vatlon. The matrlx notatlon used ln these statements ls that
of S. P. Lloydrs (S" P. Lloyd, prlvate cornmunlcatlon)"

Conslder the 3 x 5 matrlx A, where

^-õ-

I 
"o"20,

1 "or2o,

1 
"o"20,

1 
"o"204

1 
"o.2e-P.ì

J

l¡4
cos '6,

I

¿r
cos '0^

¿

L
cos '6-

J

L
cos '0¡,

T

L
cos '9-

h
J

The measurements are performed

the transpose of A be l. Then

matrlx" Next form the vector or

5

1-l

ü)=

5 t^ \à wn¡\u; /
JaI'lJ

6
û)?= z

J {-]

er(i=t ,213r4r5). Let

A" Slsthena3x3
at angles

letg=i
where

qyr( e, )

5
z

1=1

6
u

Êl

wM( tL) 
"o"2o, (r. r5 )

hIM( oi ) "o"4e,
6¿^

6r=: t^IM(Or)costO,
_.1¡.¡J_I

)t
hL, (0,)cos-e.

tvt-t' ¿

01 =



ls the measured

the vector that

correl-ation function. The

contains the uncorrected

The functlon trüM( ei)
Iproduct S-- 0l ylelds

coefficients, 1.ê.,

s-l ls the lnverse

Il
1

^3

of S and has the following form:

(r.16)

s-l =

o " Bger

-3.L997

z "s964

-3 "19:97

e3. oo58

-zt.zBB4

2.3964

-zr.2BB4

zo .9885

) 

lr rz,

Thus tlne arU, are given explicitly by:

These equations

of the measured

o, ( i:1 ,2r3,4,D) .

(r. rB)

çr"re)

( r. zo)

coefflcients â^,-r ln berms
¿L+

and the independenõ variables

uoo = Q.B92tru, - 3"r997^Z * 2.3964u,

uz, : -3 .t99Tut + 23"005$o, - 27.eBB4o,

^U' - 2"3964u, - 2¡.. e884cut + 2'o.9885ru3

yield the uncorrected

correlation function
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The eruors in these coefflcients are found as fol-
lows. (S. p. Lloyd, prlvate communlcatlon.) The devlatlon

from the flbfed curve 1s:

di = hf*(ei) - (ro'*uz'"o*29, * + azkcos'nrt). (r.zr)

The cases of lnterest have k = 2 therefore:

r-
JDJ

i:l l- 1:1
rrt(er)-(ao,

,1, *, ar)+ar'' ,!, t*târ)cos2er +

5lr
* ^U' l,tr'( 0, ) cos-91) .

I J 1 ¡¡
L_L

_-r , DMultiply the matrix S-- ny t/Z di-. Then

A

E : + .i" urt q-t . (r.23)

E is called the covarianb matrix of the estimates. The diagonal

components of E are the squared deviations ln 
^o'' 

, uZ' and 
^4' 

.

Hence the standard deviations of ao:r , ^Z't 
and a4r are the Square

roots of the corresponding diagonal components of E. If o(ao,t)

is the standard deviation of aot thens

(-Ãl/z
o(uo,) =.4; = \ry .i- u,_tl (r.24)

L¿(-i=1 
)

( r. ze)
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o(^z') =J%= i=#,\¿ å, ur'\"

tr l/2

=, 

u"l

( 1"25)

(t.26)

r2D
where Z do' ls glven ny (t.ZZ). One eould caleulate the 4o..

l- lrr
I-J

and their errors o(ern) from equations (I.ZZ) tlnat express the

ArO 1n berms of the ar, (note tlnat Q, R and S correspond to ,uo't,

à,.r and ãt,t respectlvely) or one coul-d 8o through a slmllar¿+
procedure as the one enumerated above for caTculating the arU

and thelr errors. All the errors ln the arU and ArU for all

the correlations studied in Ni6o, l,i182, sml5z and ra18l t"""

calculated in the above manner. It should be noted that these

eruors include the measured correlatlon functlon and hence con-

tain the experimental error in determining that functlon.

One can restrict the observation to the two angles

0 : $ and e : .Ír. This measurement determines the anistropy

--t r --r?fr

| ¡ nry\o _ w(n)_- w(äJ 
\t.¿r)

r^r l¿ 
T\,.\Dt

Assuming A4 to be the highest coefficient in the expanslon

(1.13) the anisotropy A is related to the coefflcients A" and

1+A^*Ar,
1L+

Al, by

A_ Tq1 -äAz +ÉA+
_ 1. ( r. zB)
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The error 1n the anistropy contalns the experlmental

error only. The errors in the coincldence method have been

exâmined by A" C. G. Mltchell ln Beta and Gamma;-Ray Specbroscopy,

Chapter VII, Intersclence Publishers. H1s analysls is based on

the fact that the error ln the number of colncldences NrrT ts

"lxrrr) = iT t>r'rll/e (t.2e)

whereN:NT**t2A Ncosmic

true number of coi-ncldencesNrrT ts the

N* is the total coincldence rate

A

N12* is the accidental coincidence rate

Ncosmic are the coincidences due to cosmlc rays.

I^lith this formula the errors in W(n) anA W(ff) were obtained

and the eruor. ln the anistropy calculated.

I¡Ihen formulas (t.24, I'25, r"26) are compared with

(1,29) it ls seen that if one takes the error in the anistropy

aS the error in the experiment it would be more accurate than

the errors in the coefflclents a,o- ot Arn slnce they contain

the errors in the least squares fit.
It has been assumed that the

of two successlve gamla-rays 81 and A2

nuclear cascade consists

(double cascade). More
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than'two gamma-rays are in cascade 1n many decays, and one can

observe the corre1atlon functions UI(91,92), I,I(C'Sr) and

w(gz'gs) " Bledenharn, Arfken and Rose (5,6) rrave extended the
theory to thls case. lr(eye3) can be wrltten Ín the form (1.13)
and values for the coefflclents Au are given 1n Table xr of
referenee (4). There are cases where the observation of
hf(gye3) can be used to decide on the order of 'ernisslon of the
ganma-rays. There are also cases where the correlatlon function
1s independent of the order of tr.ansition. (Zra¡

I¡Ie shal-t consider now the directional corcel-ation for
double cascades i-n which one of the two ganma-rays is mixed.
suppose the first transition in a cascade to consist of a mix_
fure of L and L' ) L with a mixing ratÍo õ" This õ is deflned
as the ratio of the matnix elements.

õ : (J llt, ll ji/(i llr ll ¡,) ( r .so)

The ratio of the total lntensity of the r¡ pole to that of the
I pole is then equal to õ2. since the matrix elements are
chosen to be real the mixing ratio õ is real, however, for a

given intensity rati-o õ2, the mixing rati-o õ. can have either a

positive or negatlve sign, depending on the relati_ve phase of
the matrix el.ement" an important item here is thab the sign
depends on how the matrix elements are defined. The matrix
elements (i | | lt | | ¡r) are reduced matrix elements in that the
matrlx element ( jn I f,¡ I Jf*f ) has been reduced to (J f lf, ll j')



by the lnii-gner-Eckart theorem. Tn*e Lt indicates an operator of

degree Lr " t(4) footnote (6) l.
The dlrectlonal correlatlon function for the cascade

jr(r,, Lr') ¡(Lz)j2 can be written as

ür( o) = wr + õ2 wrr + 2õwllr 1r ':r)

wLrere lrl, and l,rl' are correlatlon functlons for the pure cascades

jr(r-,r) i(tz) j2 and jr(r,r'7 ¡$2) i2" These can be evaluated fro¡n

equations (f.f3) and (f.f4). Wt,, i. due to the inberference

between L, and Llt and is given bY

W',.-t = :rlr kfr
even

onttt Pn(cos o) ( 1.32)

with

J-ì r l- 1'/'
Fx(LrLr, jrj) : ( -r)'-'r1-' 

[C2¡+1) 
(er-,r+r) (2lro*t)_l cn(lrl'r'i1i) "

( r.s¡)

The function G lt t-t i 't\ has been Calculated for fhe casef,k\! ! ¿!¿t

Lr : L * l- by Biedenharn and Rose (4) . Thus hl(e) can again

be written as in equation (f.f:).

This discussion of the thgory of gamma-gamma di-rec-

tional correlation will be berminated by recording without deri-

vation the transformations which enable one to express bhe
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coefficlents AU of the group-fheoretlc formalism 1n terms of

the coefficients aU of the Hamilton formalism ând vice versa.

Thus the correlation function can be expressed 1n elther of

the for.ms:

ôoW(e):Q+Rcos'g+Scos'g
( r.:4)

Ì^i(0) = Ao' * Lz' P2(cos e) + A4t P4(cos 0)

where the transformatlon equations âpe¡

Aol=e+åo*å*, Ay' =!n*f s,44,=$s (1.35)

R : å Az, -S o4,,; s = # ¿4'' (r.36)

The aU are used for graphj-cal analysis and the AU for .determin-

ing spin assignments and mixÌng ratios 
"

A = Ao, - + Az, *€ o+,,

^ _R ^ Soz -e '4-Q A¿̂
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( ") Collectj-ve Model of the Nucl-eus

The collectlve model of bhe nucleu.s 1s a model fhat

attempts to explaln the occurrence of rotatlonal spectra ln
'nuc1e1 with lni,gln Z, The theory as presented by G. Alaga et aI

(47) can predlct the energles and spln sequences of the varlous

nuclear states along wlbh the relatlve strengths of the transl-

tlons from a glven nuclear state to bhose states whlch b;elong

to a r'otatlonal band ". The strengths of the tr"ansltions which

take place withln a glven rotatlonal band can also be calculated.

The i-ntensity rules developed by this theory for beta

and ga'mma transitions to nucl-ear rotational states are rather

simple and have developed lnto a powerful ald for classifying

decay schemes.

This thesls ls concerned with the collective model of

the nucleus because the thr"ee isotopes that are studied have

atomlc number"s blnat 11e 1n the region 60 < Z < pp which is

called the Itstrong coupling region.n This region does not

fol-low the predictlons of bhe shell model of the nucleus but

it does seem to follow those predictions made by the collecti-ve

modeL. Thus bhe spins of the nuclear states and bhe multj--

polarities of the gâInma-radiations tlnab are measured by direc-

tional coryelatton methods can be used to test the collective

model if 'the measurements are made on nuclei that lle ln the

strong coupling region.

The basic approach to bhe problem of 'calculating

the intensity rules is based on the spherical symmebry of the
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nucleus. Nuclei with a 6O < Z < )Z appear, Ëo have a large

number of nucleons that are not 1n closed shell-s, enough evl-
dently to glve the nucleus a large equllibrlum deformatlon.

It 1s then deduced that bhe rotatlonal spectra depends on ttrls
equlllbrium defortnatlon. Nuclel that are so deformed can be

excited lnto two different modes; the lntrlnsic and the rota-

tlona1

The rotational spectnrn depends on the col-lectlve or

combined moti-ons of all the nucleons " Thi-s mobion only affects
fhe orienbabion of the nucleus relative to some space fixed
axis " The motion for axially symmetric nucl-ei because of this
reason can be represented by three quantum numbers, j, K and

M, where j is the total angular momentum, K is its projection

on the nuclear symmetry axi$ and M i-s lts projection on the

space fixed axis

The intrinsic mode of exci-tatlon refers to the exci-ba-

tion of the individual nucleons or wlth so-cal-Ied collective

vibratlons of the nuclear.shape" Alaga et al (47) have shown

that, the same i-ntrinsic wave function represents the states in
a rotati-onal band which have different J-values. This is a

consequence of assuming that the intrinsi-c and rotational- ex-

ci-bations can be sepanated by representing the sol-ution of the

nuclear wave equation by the product of an intrinsic wave func-

tion and a rotational wave function 
"

l¡rfhen the nuclear l^Iave equation is not separable lnto
j-ntrinsic and rofational parts the rotational- spectra is no
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longer independent of the lntrj-nsic structure. The dependency

of the rotational spectra on the intrinsic structure 1s examined

by using perturbaËlon methods, i.€. the perturbed WaVe function

1s assumed to consist of the sum of an unperturbed wave function

and a terln which represents a mtxlng of the lntrinslc and rota-

tlonal states. The unperturbed wave functlon 1s just the solu-

tton of the separable nuclear wave equation, The analysis re-

veals bhat bhe perturblng term whlch conslsts of the mlxlng of

states serlously affecfs the lntenslty rules lf bhe transltlon

pr.obablllties for the unperturbed ease are small or zero.

1.f they are zero bhen the perturblng term alone deter-

mines the transition probabilities for a transltion from a given

nuclear state to those states that belong to a rotatj-onal band

or for transitions within a given rotational band. These tran-

sition probabilj-ties contain mabrix elements of both the in-

trinsic and rotational structure. Evidently the contrl-bution

of the intrinsic matrix elements is such flnat bhey reduce the

transition probabilities or retard bhe transition. Thls ls

done by putting certain restricti-ons on K (ttre projectlon of

the total angular momentum j on th-e nucle-ar s¡rnmetry axis)

hence these transitj-ons are called K-forbidden. The concept
/?¿t c

of K-forbiddenness is i-mportantrbecause many of the gafüIna

radiations in W1B2 are K-forbidden.

Returning to the case of rotatioiral spectra i-nde-

pendent of the intrinsic structure (separable nuclear wave



equation), odd-A nuclei have K values that are positive half

integer which permlts i to take on values;

J = K, K + 1, Íç. + 2, (1.37)

and all of these states have the same parlty as the lntrlnslc

structure.
Even-even nuclel have K :,O 1n the ground state and

symmetrlzatlon of the wave functlon llmlts the rotatlonal band

'l_^

j = O121416,".-" even ParitY. ( r. sa)

The quantum number K is not zeTo in an ldd-odd nucleus

or i-n excited intrinsi-c states of even-even nuclei., Hence the

rotational sequence is again glven ¡y (1.37) -

Classifi-cation of gamma transitions adheres to con-

ventj-on j-n that they are classj-fied'in terms of electric and

magnetic multi-poIe orders (n" uttO Ml). The parity Í-s:

Tr = (-)L for E"

rr = (-)L+1 for ivl"

The selectlon rules tlnat apply to L and r for a gamma

transition from a sbate with quantum numþers (Ki, iL, ti) to a

state with (K* i* or) are:
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l;r-,;tl =^i<L<ii+ir Tr : Trj-'[rf (r.39)

lKr-K"l =Ar< l. ( r.4o)

The selectlon rules for j and n are blnding for this

case (separable nuclear I^IaVe equation) and for the case where

bhe nucl-ear wave equatlon is not separable.

The selecblon rule for K however depends on the ade-

quacy of the wave function. This means tlnat small- variations

from the separable rotational wave function removes the strin-

gency of the selection rule for K which then only acts to re-

tard rather than completely forbid the correspQndlng'multipole

transiti-on, i.e. the bransltions are K-forbj-dden" The degree

of forbiddenness is charaeterazed by the number V where

v:AK - L ( r.4r)
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(d) The Treatment of 'Experlmental Data

The measured coruelation functlon Iniexp(e) corresponds

to the theoretlcal correlation function bI( e) only when one as-

SUmeS centered polnt Sources, point detectors, no scattering and

no i-nterferlng radlatlons. One must correct the experlmental

data for the varlous 'deVlatlons from such an ldeal ar::angemenf

ln order to compare experlmental and theoreblcal results.

The flrst obvlous effect to be eorrected for 1n angular

correlatlon work 1s scattering. Scattering effects can masl< the

true correlation" Suppose the radiation is scattered in fhe

source. Two effects mask the correlation function;

(i) Some of the gamma-rays are defl-ected before belng counted.

This is caused by Compton scatterlng and tends to ,lfsmear outs

the correlation, thus it always decreases the magnltude of the

coefficients Ak"

(ii) The palrs of gamma-r'ays which give coincidencÊs in the

1BO" position are absorbed more readily in the,source than those

that yield coincidences i-n the 90" position. Hence more coj-nc1-

dences are missed at 180" than at 90" " Further, a correlation

function with negative anistropy is attenuated. The photoelec-

tric effect is the mai-n cause of absorption' The compton effect

also accounts for some absorption because the gamma-rays loss so

much energy that they are no lcìnger counted. This absorption is

accentuated for low gamma-ray energies and sources with high

atomic numbev Z. One can eliminate effect (ff) by uslng a thin
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radioactive source, however, 1f it ls surroundéd by scattering

material effect (f) is present and the correlation ls attenuated.

Experimentally one flnds the unperturbed correlation

functi-on by measurlng the anistropy for different source dla-

meters and maklng a plot of lt against the probablllty that a

gamna-ray pair will escape from the source wlthout undergoÊng

eibher photoeffect or Compton effect. In most coffe]ation elç-

perlnents, however, the Source can be chosen lso that no coffec-

tion for source slze is neceSsary. One may be forced to use

l-arge sources þecause of very small speciflc acti-vltles, then

the consideration of effects (i) and (fi) applles' The sources

used by the author in his experiments were such that correction

for source size was not necessary.

Besides scatterlng in the source, scattering of any

radiation 1n or near the counters can give rÍse to spurious

coincidences (g). These are not isobroplc and hence sfunulate a

correlation. One can avoid such ac'cidental coincid.ences by

shì elding the counters wlth cone-shaped lead shields which ac-

cept only the garnma-rayg from a point Source. A s11ghb error

in positioning the source however changes the solid angle to a

large exbent. Hence the lead shields should be built in a man-

ner that Source size and slight decenteri-ng do not affect the

solid angle. The best protection against scattered gamma-ray5

and spurious coincidences consists 1n using differential dls-

criminators to accept onty the photopeaks of the desired åffi-

- ra/s.



Both differential discrlminators and lead shields üIere used ln

these investigations.
Before a glven experlment was performed, the resolvlng

tlme t* and the background were determined. Nl and Nt denote

slngle counts ln channels I and 2 and Nt, denotes the colncl-

dences between them. For accurate measurementS the ratio of

true colncidences Wf, to accidentaf nf, should be larger than

5 to 1; under unfavorable conditlons one may be forced to make

it as hlgh as unlty. one obtalns the true val-u.e NÏz nv sub-

tractlng background and accidental coincidences and lf n.ecessary

any contributi-ons due to disturbing radiatlons. The coincldence
ITl

ratio NfrÁ1, N, is then formed (fO). This ratio is lndependent

of the decay of the source and corrects small errors in center-

ing the source. The coincldence ratio Wrt(e) is then fitted by

an expansion of the form (1.13). Rose (ff) has thoroughly treated

the d.etermlnation of the coefflcients Au-' by a least Sqì-rare fi-t,

and also the calculatlon of the errors in An and the determina-

The last step consists in correcting the coef-tion of k*"*'

ficientsAk'forthefinitesolidangleofthecounters.
Lawson and Frauenfelder (fZ) found that the measured

directional- correlation function depended strongly on the set-

tings of the pulse-height discriminators in the counting sysfem-

In o.rder to explain bhis result, they assumed tlnat the effectlve

solid angle depends on the pulse-height selection and measured

the angular resolution clrrves of the radiation detectors. Once

the effective angular resolufion curves were found, they calculated
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the correction for their source. Their calcul-abion showed

tnal the discrepancy actually was due to different solid angles 
"

This result proved that a soltd angle correctlon wibhout experi-

mental determination 'of 'the angular resolution of the counters

for the radiation to þ.e investigated may cause serious errors'

The solid angle correctÍon has been treated in various approxi-

mations by walter (r3,r4), Frankel (r5,16), church and Kraushaar

(rr), and Rose (18). These papers provide sufflcient theoretical-

background for the breatment of aLmost all experimental arrange-

ments. The results of Lawson and Frauenfelder (fZ) are presented

lr or¡a

Itisassumedthlatonelsmeasuringthedirectlonal

correlation Ïl(0) of successive ga¡îxna-rays 81 and g.2' The ex-

perimental arrangenent consísts of a point source j-n the center

of the counting system (¡rig. f) and of two circular (cylindri-

ca1ly symmetric) Scintj-Ilation counters. The axes of the two

counters subtend the angle q at the source, the directions of

emission of the tlfo gamrßa-rays include the angle a " Tn*e effi-

ciency of a counter for a ganma-ray emitted at an angle c¿ with

respect to the counter axis shall be denoted by e(a). The ef-

flciency e(o) is also a function of the source-to-counter dis-

tance. This distance mlrst be kept the same for the measuremenl

of both the directional correlation and of the angular resolu-

tion. The theoretical directional correlation function i^l( 0)

may be written âs ¡ k
m

w(o) = t * oË, Azu Pzt (cos o) (1" 42 )
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Source

l'i ø 'l Geometry of the detecting Êystem for the
measurement of the directional correlation
between I, and g,, Taken from Lar¡son and
Frauenfelder (tZ),
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rt was fi-rst shown by Frankel (r5) that the experimentally meâs-

ured or rtsmeared outtt directiona1 correlation ( W(q) )av, where
q is the angle between the counter axes, can be wrltten as

< w(q) )"r, = Qo + (1"43)

The coefficients ArU of the theoretlcal function are mul-tiplied
by appropriate attenuabion factors eA"" This procedure is
val1d only for centered point sources and circular detectors 

"

I¡Ialter (r3,r4) has shown tinat a mi-xing of the differenb Azu

occurs if these conditlons are not met.

For gamma-rays of approximately the same energles, i.e.
e(cr,Bl) ! t(o,c2) ttre attenuation factors can be wrltten as

aet = tlu t|L (r .44)

with

( r"4¡)

m

k=] Etr lLr t

,ru =Ï Pru(cos o)e(o) | sin o I oø

where the integrals .rln ano .i]fl a"e evaluated respectively for
the first and second counters. l,rlhen the gamma-ray energies are
different expression (f.44) must be replaced by

%n : å [tå- 
(cr) ,Li (s2) * ,å* (sr) ,'ru (*r) 

I 
. ( r.46)
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The procedure 
t# 

"or*ecbing 
a measured correlatlon is now ob-

vi-ous. The angular efficienc1es el(o) and "II(o) of the counters

have to be measured by means of a collimated beam of gamma-rays

of the substance to be lnvestlgated. If g1 and g2 dlff'er con-

slderably in energy, two dlfferent gamma-sources wlth suitable

energies have to be used to determine e(e,81) and e(cx,ge). The

çorrection factors Q2U are found by integratlng equatlon (1.45)

numerically i.lslng the experlmentally determlned angular efflcien-

cies. The coeffj-cients AZ' and A4t are obtalned from a least

squares fit of the experimentally measured correlation ( W(q) )u'

The corrected coefficients are then given by

(u)
A^,- = (-t ) A, I^2k - 

l%nJ 
^2k ( I .47)

If the energies of the ganxna-rays 81 and 82 are close to the

energy of annihilation radiation the method of Church and

Kraushaar (fZ) may be used. The angular resolutlon F(o) of the

counter sysbem for a source emitting annihllatlon radlabion has

to be measured" Q2n is then given by equati-on (1"45) with e(cl)

replaced by F(o). These methods hold only for ceràtered sources.

The angular resolutlon correctlons are the most impor-

tant corrections to be applled to the experimental data and were

used throughout llc 7.1¿s;s.



Chapter II

Coincidence Method

(u) Coincidence SPectrometrY

A coincldence clrcuit i-s used in the following manner"

Qutput pulses from two nuclear counters are used to drive a

coincidence unj-t which is requlred to give an output pulse every-

time a pulse from one counter arrives within a gi-ven short time

interval of a pulse from the other counter" This time interval

i.s cal-ted the ttcoincidence resolving time.f¡ The resolvíng time

usable for a gtven arrangement depends upon the klnd of phosphor

and the energy of the radiation. For stilbene T : 1O-9 seconds

ís usable down to 25 kev, for WaI(TL) q = 3x1O-9 seconds down
a

to an energy of 5O*1OO kev and c = 1O-" seconds down to 10 kev'

These times are considerably shorter than is usually considered

usable with Naf(t|,) and are made possible by circuit arrange-

ments which depend for their timing upon the arrival- of the first

few photoelectrons after amplificabion in the photomultiplier.

Morton (19) has shown that much more precise timing is possible

r¡sìns the first few electrons rather than using the mean time of

the photomul-tiplier pulse aS do the coincidence arrangements

using no integration foll-owed by pulse limiting. The measure-

ment of the angular correlation of certain galnma-ray cascades

is an experiment which ill-ustrates the use of a coincidence cir-

cuit and the. importance of a short stable resol-ving time"
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Let N be the average number of nuclear disintegrations

occurcing per second and let the two types of gamma-ray be de-

noted þy Bf and 82" The number of output pulses from counter I
due to g, quanta ls then Nelcol, where tl is the efficiency of the

counter and o, is the solid angle subtended by the counter at

the source" A fraction of these nuclei will give a gZ quantum

traveling towards counter II so that a coincidence outpuf count-

ing rabe of

and

the

N" = N eae, W( 0) (z"z)

l¡l( 0) is the correlation function and is a funetion of the angle

between the two counters. If there is no preferred angle between

the two gamma-rays then UI(0) is unlty. I¡rlhen a system does not

have pulse height dj-scrimination in both channels, counber II may

register a gl ray and give a coincidence output wifh a g,^-ray

passing through counter 'I, hence we have:

N" = 2N 
"1*2 

l¡l(g). (2,3)

This is assuming that bhe counter efficiencies for the two types

of gamma-ray are the same and no pulse height discrimination

exists in either channel

N" : N €1 u2 .1 o:, W(0)

will be obtained " Let "1 
: El_.1-

fici-ency of counter II and o, is

counter II aþ the soLrrce. Then.

ê2 : u2r2.

solid angle

( z"r)

e2 is the ef-

subtended by
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If there are pulse height discrimlnators in both chan-

nels and the discrimj-nator in channel I is set to accept the

photopeak due to 81 while the dlscriminator in channel II ac-

cepts only the photopeak due to 82 then obvlously counber I

can only count bhose pulses due to g1 quanta and counter ÏI

those due to g2. The colncldence output ts then:

N" : N ere, 0102 x W( 0) ( z.r)

N" - N 
"1"2 

tnl( 0) .

The factor 2 present j-n (Z.S) thus drops out'

In addltion to these genuine coj-ncj-dences some output

signals will- be produeed due to accidental coincldences between

pulses from the two counters. Thus

or

where

(z"z)

A
Nïz

*t, = 2N1N2r Q"4)

c eiz < ,' /onu
: aCCidental €€-l---l'dÊ***E f aTe.

Nt = singles counting rate for counter Ï

Ne = singles counting rate for counter fI

The factor 2 in this relation arises because the coincidence

unit operates if a pulse from B arrives within the time interval-

c of a pulse from counber I, irrespective of which pulse occurs
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first. Consider nexb bhe genuine to accidentål coincidence

ratio for no pulge height dlscrlmination in either channel " Then

Nt=tNe1

N2=2Net

Therefore substltutlng these lnto equatlon (2.4)

(er and g, quanta)

(er and g2 quanta)

( 2"3)

Nt-Nel

N2=N"2

(E" quanta onlY)
'-t-

(82 Quanta onlY)

(2.5)

substituting bhese expressions into equation (2.4) yields

hrrl-

N" = 2N e1 e, Ìr( e)

whennopulseheightdiscrimlnationsexist"Hence

tt, = 8N2 "1 uz r

N" Ïi( e)
;Ã- = ffi-

l/

l¡Ie shal] now consider this ratio when both channels do contai-n

discriminators. Thus

Nte = erq2 "r "z "
(2"6)
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and hence

N"

-=
*rAtn12

l^I(e)
2Nr

(z"r)

Hence we arrlve at two dlstlnct formulae for the two cases. The

W(0) ts not the same In both cases, however. The angular c-or'-

relatlon functlon ln (2.7) 1s the fractlon of the plrlses 1n bhe

portlon of the spectrum açcepted by one dlfferentlal dlscrlmlna-

tor that 1s related by coincldence to the radlatlon belng ac-

cepted by the other discrimlnator. In (Z.S) the whole spectrum

is in coincidence through the two channels " Thus it can be

seen that it is necessary to keep N as high as possible so that

the true coincldence rate 1s high enough to give a sufflcient

number of counts for adequate accuracy in a reasonable experi-

mental time. This rate is proportional to the soli-d angle of

coll-ectj-on by the countersr so that 1n order to achieve good

angular resolutlon, N must be increased to a maxintum i-n order

that this solid angle may be kept small-. Equation (Z"f) shows

bhat c the coincidence resolving t|me must accordlngly be re-

duced to a minimum. It should be noted that since nfo is a

function of T, T must be kept constant during the u*ju"i*"''t j-n

order that a correction may be made to the experimental results

to allow for accidental coincidences.
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(n) The Apparatus

The specbrometer to be descrlbed 1s a three channel

colncidence spectrometer. The princlple of operation is funda-

mentally the same as that of the two channel system. The de-

tatled functlonlng of the three channel system w111 be dts-

cussed later.
Plate I ls a photograph of the complete unlt. f|he

unlt on the smaLl table on the rlght hand slde 1s the Sorenson

50^60 cycle A.C. regulator" The contents of the floor rack are

as follows: The top unit 1s a potentiometer type 1007 which is

used to adjust the voltage on the photomultlpller tubes. The

unit below the potentiometer is the high voltage power supply,

a Hamner model N-401. The third unit from the top 1n the rack

is a conventional Atomlc glow transfer scaler whlle the bottom

unit is the Harwell colncj-dence unlt type 10364. fhe table in

the foreground contains an Atomic model l-005 scaler and a Fischer

and Marshall (ZO) type coincidence unit. The table t'hat sup-

ports the photomultiplier tubes contains two power supplies at

the rear" The one at the rlght :"ear provi-des plate and filament

voltage to the Roulston type (Zf) differential discrimi-nator

just in front of it. The power supply at the left reav provides

plate and fÍl-ament voltage to two ampllfiers and one of bhe cath-

ode followers mounted at the base of the photomultiplier tubes "

The.two smaller units to the left of the differentiaf discrimina-

tor and in front of the lefb reAr poÌ^Ier supply are amplifiers
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si-r¿ilar to one loop of Atomic t s amplifier model zo4c " The

photomultlpller tubes are to the left of these amplifiers;
they are mounteci on alurn-inum braçkets which are secured to a

spectrometer (optical) bench. The two small unlts on the lefb
of the speetrometer bench on the adjolning table a.re ampllfiers
of the type prevlously mentloned. The power supply behind them

and to the left provldes their plate and filament supply while
on fhe extreme left there 1s a Lambda type thab provides power

for the coincidence unit "

Plate II 1s a close-up of bhe spectrometer bench.

The graduabed circl-e on the bench perrnits the determination of
the position of the movable counter (rlght hand side) bo the

nearest 3o minutes (t/z degree) " The photomultiplier'on the

left i-s fixed and is a Dufrlont n185. The movable photomulti-
Ð*//arlplier 1s a fud. 6292. A brass rod support.s the source which

is mounted ín a eli:cular lead dtsk or back-scatter shield" The

crystals used in the detectors are IH x l-{ right clrcular cyli-n-
¿y

ders of thallium-activated sodium iodide mounte{'and purchased

from the Harshaw Chemical Co" The contalners of these crystals
are thln alumÍnum caps with magnesium oxide filler betweera the

crystal and conbainer wal]s to act as a diffuse reflector. Glass

end windows completed the crystal mountings. The ruounted erystals
were secured to the photomultlpller windows with spring loaded

aluminum spinnings (2X) " Heavy Dow cornlng silicone grease was

used as an optical bond between the crystals and bhe photo-

multiplier windows " The aluminum spinnings were taped into
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Plate II
The photomultf-pliers, the source, back-
scatter shleld and specfrometer bench.



position with black electrj-cal tape whlch also acted as a light

tlght cover for the photorru:.ltiplier. The lead conical shields

were O.44 inches thick along their sides wlth a tapered face of

O.62 inches thickness which had a bapered hofe bored through its

center" The inner end of this hole has a dlameber of 0.90 inches,

the outer O"7O lnches 1rl dlameter.

The lead dlsk was I/4 tncn thlck and l-l/2 lnches ln

diameter. A tapered hole 3/16 lnches in dlameter was bored

through its center and the source was sealed into the hole with

paraffin wax" The spectra under examination had the usual single

and nu.¡.lüiple Compton back-scattered components found with single

crystal spectrometers, however the Compbon scattering from de-

tector to detector produced false coincidences. For instance

a Cor4pton process in crystal 2 could give rise to a back-scat-

tered photon in crystal I " fhe scabtering sibuation is nof im-

proved by increasing the source to detector dlstance since the

coincidence rate decreases aS fast aS the scatterlng. The back-

scattering or anti-Compton shield considerably reduces the ef-

fect (22). This anti-Compton shield is a lead plate with a

central hole in it to support the Source" The scatbered photon

must then eibher pass through the source or the shield to reach

the other detector.

For circuit details on the differential discriminator,

pulse ampliflers, the Harwell type coinci-denee unit 10364, the

cathode follower and the photomultiplier circultry see refer-

ences {zt), (23) and (Z+¡ " The existing apparatus hlas improved
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over that used by Taylor (h by the introduction of a third
channel, but more lmportant by the use of a Sorenson A-C regula-

tor and a Hamner Hlgh Voltage Power Supply Model N-401. The

Sorenson A.C. regulator requlres 95 to 13O volts A.C. lnput volt-
age and glves an output voltage of 115 volts plus or minus one-

tenth of one percent. Thls unlt provided regulated l1ne voltages

to all the units in the laboratory bhat required hlgh stability
such as the Hamner N-401, the power supply for bhe Roulston type

differential discriminator, the Harwell coincidence unit 10364

etc. The Hamner N-401, which provided the high voltage for the

photomultiplier tubes, requfres LI5 volts at 50-60 cycles. Tt

received this from the Sorenson. The N-401 can give a positive

or negative output between 5OO to 1800 volts, continuously vari-
able. It regulates to wj-thin 2.5 parts per million per mi11i-

ampere through a range O to 5 ml1liamps (fOOO volbs output)'. Its
stabiliby against line voltage changes 1s J parts per million per

vol-t in 105 to I25 volt range (fOOO volts output) " However, since

it received its line voltage from the Sorenson stabllity was no

longer a problem. The noise and ripple is less than 3 parts per

million peak to peak. (fOOO volts output).

This power supply is a marked improvement over the

A.E.R.E. model 1OOZ supplying -2000 volts with a possible vari-a-

tion of t o.a% fluctuation j-n'Kuoltage that raylor (24) used.

Taylor also mentions (ZS) that the overal-l stability of his ap-

paratus was poor, a given photoelectron line drifting as much as

Jy'" during a 24-lnour period. Wlth the new equipment the drlft was
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reduced to one-tenth of one percenb per 24-hour period. This

high stabllity, hlgh regulatlon apparatus accounts for the suc-

cess the author of this thesls achleved wibh w1B2 and s*152"

The three-channeL coincidence spectrometer is also

called a ìtfast-slowtr coincldence system Slnce it combln,es the

assets of a fasb-colncidence system wlth that of a slow coincl-

dence system. The assets of a fasl-colncldence system 1s that

it has a short resolving bime, 1.e. tO-B to 10-10 seconds, and

1t relies on its operatlon by the pulse derived from the first

few photoelectrons produced 1n the photomultlpller bube. The

slow-coincidence system has the advantage of being able to select

by pulse-height discrimlnabion the gamma-rays tlnat are to be

studied. A disadvantage is that the discriminator requires an

j-npu! pulse proportlonal to the total number of photoelectrons

released by the light scinbillation from the phosphor. Thus the

discriminator output pulse will be delayed wlth respect to the

pulse operating the fast colncidence unit and this delay will

vary with pulse height " The fast colncidence circuj-t therefore

cannot follow the pulse-height discriminator as in the case of

slow coincidence circuits" The fast-s1ow system combines the

merlts of both by using the fast system to determine the resolv-

ing time and the s1oüi to perform the necessary pulse-height dis-

crimination. Thls requireS three coincidence mixers, one fast

and two slow" The fast coincidence mixer will now be described"

The coincidence circuib proper consists of a 6gN6 Tube

alone (fig " 2) " The control grids Gl and G" are termlnated by
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200-ohm resistors between each grid and ground" The cathode is

connected to ground through a by-passed z5}O-ohm potenblometer

which may be adJusted to give the necessary cathode blas. It

may also be used to eontrol pulse-height selectlon. The cathode

bias is unaffected by the faet that plate-currenf ls normally

cut-off, because the cathode current flows to the acceleratlng

electrode, and its magnltude ls almost completely determi-ned by

the voltage there. The acceleratlng electrode G, 1s connected

to a Soltrce of positlve voltâgê: and the plate 1s connected to

the same souree through a 330k resistor"

I¡Ihen used as a coincldence mixer the tube is operated

bel-ow cut-off " If a positive pulse of sufficient size i-s applied

to Gl a burst of electrons passes thnough and aruives a short

time later at G3" If G3 should receive a positive pulse at bhe

instant the electrons arriv.e from G, electron current can reach

the plate and chAnge its potential by an amount proportional to

the charge received and inversely.to the capacitance of the plate

cj-rcuib" The charge on the plate then leaks off wlth a time con-

stant equal to the RC of the clrcuit. The pulse at the plate is

fed to the associate electronlc equipment through a'cathode fo1-

lower. The input pulses were clipped by shorted delay lines

f 2 foot in length, made of RG_ rT6/tJ coaxj-al cable with a delay

of 0.1 microseconds per foob and a characteristic impedance of

2,OOOQ. The input pulse after delay llne clippíng has a width

,u ZT.L * T" where T" is the rise tj-me of the original pulse and

T^ is the delay tlme per foot. L is the length 'of the delay l-1ne
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Fig, 2. Diagram of 6gm6 eoincidence cLrcaLt'
Exeept for the delay line clipping this
is essentially the clrcuit designed' by

Fischer and Marshall {26),
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in feet" I¡ühen T" )) T" th'en the pulse width is * Z\cL. Thus

with r" - 0"1 microsec/tt. and n : l/z ft. the maximum width of
the lnput pulses to the 6gN6 was Lo-T seconds. pulse height
selecti-on was used ln the form of cathode bias, thus only the
upper portlons of these pulses were used as trlggerlng pulses,

and they were of width -2x10-B se"onds. Thus a resolvlng time
cl

of 2x1O-o seconds was obtalned. Fischer and Marshall (ZO) found

that a slightly hi-gher bias was required to reject single pulses

applied to G, than to G3. This r'rras used to an advantage later
on when the author was seeking coincidences between pulses of
di f fer.ant nlrl qe haÍ o.hJ:u!¿ r v¿ vll v UVLþ U rrvf ó¡IV o

The fast-slow coincidence circuit is illustrated dia-
grammatically in Fig. J. consider ganma-rays g1 and g2 that are

in cascade" The spectrum of the source to be studled that con-

tains this cascade is obtained with each channel of the slow uni-t "

Then the differential discriminator in channel 1 is set to accept

the photopeak due to 8., and the discriminator in channel 2 is set

to accept the photopeak due to go" The output pulses from the

discrirninators are then fed into channers I and 2 respectively
of the three ehannel coincj-dence unit 10364. The delays in
these channels are adJusted so thrc^t the maxlmum number of coj-n-

cidences is obtained in the first mixer which was operated wlth
a resolving time 0.5 microseconds" These same pulses due to g1

and E2 are clipped by shorted delay l_ines, amplified, clipped

again and bhen mixed by the fast Fischer and Marshall rype unit
with a s of 2xto-B seconds. The outpub pulse rromthls unit is
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fed into channeL 3 of the triple coincidence unit and coinci-
dences are obtained in the second mixer between the output of
the fast coincidence unit (, : 2x1O-B sec" ) and that of the
first mixer or slow coincidence unit (" = Oo5xfO-6 sec.). Of

course the delay in charureL J must be adjusted to account for
the delay in channel-s l- and 2 due to discrimination and mixing.
The ratio of genuine coincidences to accidentals in the slow

unit is given by equation (Z.T) with a : T.t : Oo 5xLO-6 secoe
ia

P

This ratio for the fast-slow system is given by equation (z.T)
aLso since the fast-sl-ow system contains purse-height dis-
crimination with the resoLving time determined by the fast
mixer. Then for the fast-slow systems, .c = T, and.

hr(o)
,yrI

f-u -l
tcll---l :
I N;'^ |

IL¿IL JT1

Rf" - !,I( e)/2$.r2 since tf(o) and N are constant for give,- ei

1L" : "t or 11

rs rz t Rf.:Ëo" a

rf = 5*+O sec. and, r" = 2xLO-8. Therefore
_ 5410-: R :

2xlO-ö --s = 25 Rs" Thus the coincid.ence ratio
fast system is 2J tj-mes as high as that for the sLow

Hence it can be seen why the fast-sl-ow system has its
over a si-mple sl_ow system"

Now

R,'^
l-Þ for the

system.

merits
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There are however, certain disad'vantages about the

fast unit that do not exist in the slow untt. One can obtain

coincld.ences between pulses in the sLow unit no matter how

much they may differ in pulse helght; thus if g1 gives a

pulse 2 volts high and 8, a pulse JO volts, because of the

pulse shaping that takes place in the discriminators and in

channels I anð, 2 the mixer still receives pulses from each

channel of the same amplitude. This j-s no longer true for the

fast system used in this investigation in which there is no

pulse amplitude equalization" Thus a fast mixer sees pulses

of unequal sLze and the best it can handLe is a puLse height

ratio of 2 to l. It is most efficient with a pulse height

ratio of L to 1. This meant that W1B2 could not be studied

at all by the fast-sl-ow system since

for the garuna-rays studied was LB to

used for that case" Ni6o

with the fast-sLow sYstem.

an¿ sm152

operated with a T1 of 10-l seconds' Therefore
¡7

þ = 1o l=, : i, Hence Rf, : 5Rs and with the improved'
"s 2x1O "
regulation and stability ii was felt tlnaL the factor of 5 was

not too serious a loss.

The Fischer and Marshal-l type coincidence unit was

not the only fast unit tried." A high speed coincidence cir-

cuit which was designed by Z. Bay (26) was tried; however,

-tn" 
limitations of the apparatus prevented it from being used

the pulse height ratio

1" The slow sYstem was

were studied successfully

I/ìiith w1B2 ttt" slow mixer was
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successful-l-y. The photomultipliers of this spectrometer are

1o stage with a gain of 107" Bayr s circuit needs photo-
multipliers which have a gain of ro9 or 14 stages. Even

though his cj-rcuit is phenomenally fast (ro=ro sec" resolving
time) it can onry operate with a pulse height ratio of I to 1,
and at most 2 to 1" rt was impossible to use this circuj_t on

an i-sotope like hll82 when the cascades of interest have a

pulse height ratio of lB to L. rn order to obtain a pulse
height ratio of I to I the vortage of the photomultiplier
which was detecting the low energy gamma was raised., but this
only caused the photomultiplÍer to block so badly that the
l-ine coul-d no longer be resor-ved. This, plus the fact that
an extremely stabLe high gain amplifier was needed to amplify
the output pulses from the coincidence circuit Led the author
to abandon any further attempts in this direction and. to use

the Fischer and MarshalL type unit.
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(") Calibration of the Spectrometer

Tt is a well-known fact that the sc1ntlllatlon spec-

trometer exhibits a direct pfoporbi-onalj-ty between pulse height

and gâmma-ray energy. Hence if the energy of an unknown gatnma-

ray 1s bo be determlned, one compares the pulse helght due to

its photoelectron llne with tlnaí of 'a gamma-ray of }cnown energy'

If posslble one uses mono-energetic gamna-rays for the calibra-

tion of the pulse helght axls ln energy unlts; two such sources

which are sultable for thi-s are Cs137 and 2n65. Nf6O can also

be used because |t has two gamma-rays bhab can be resolved dis-

tinettv^ A ful1 treatment of the spectrometer callbration methodsyrr¡v v¿.Jr o

is contained in the llterature (24'27) -

The theory of Angular Resolutlon measurements was pre-

sented in Sectlon (c) of Chapter L The exper1menhal têchnlques

used to obtaln the necessary resol-ution curves i¡till now be de'

scribed. The method of Lawson and Frauenfelder (fZ) was used for

all energies except for those energies near 0.511 mev where the

method of Church and Kraushaar (f7) was used. Flgure 4 tltus-

trates the collimatlng system used. The beam is parallel to

the axis of the fixed detector and analyz.ed by the rnovable detec-

tor. The source to crystal distance in an experiment using a

gamma-ray of a certain energy was the same as the disbance A0

in measurlng the angular resolution curve for that energy"

spectrometer no. 2 was used for these measurements. The spectrum

was scanned with the differential discriminator and the gate set
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(")
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over the photoelectron line to be examined. The detector was

rnoved Ln 2"J" lncrements frorn I45" to ZI5" wlth the counting
rate bei-ng recorded for each posltlon. The counting rate, cor_

rected for background was plotted against the angle that counter
2 (movable counter) made wlth counter 1 (flxed counter). The

angular resolution curves for the foll_owing ganma-ray energles
were measured:

6f "l+ kev photoelectron tlne 1n W1B2

312 kev photoelectron l1ne tn LyI92

Annihilation radlation from Zn65

LLTZ kev photoelectron line in Ni6O

ir332 kev photoelectron line in Ni6O

The angular resoluti-on curves for the LLTz kev and

the ]332 kev l1nes in Ni6o were measured for two reasons. The

firsb being tlnat they were needed for callbratlon purposes for
the angular correlation measurements of Ni6o. The second being
bhat the angular resolution curve for the rrTz kev line in Ni60

coul-d be used ta caliþrate the equipment fon both the LZ2z ]r'ev

and the lr]r2z kev line tn 1,1182.

The 62.4 kev line in I,l1B2, which is very inuense, was

used for ibs ovìtyl angular resolution curve.

Taylor (28) mentions bhat the background in the labora-
tory was comparable in magnltude to the beam rntensity for the

lower energy ganma rays ( 3re kev and 662 t<ev) in'íØ. This

dirficulty was orr"="o*ii{.riJ;t * , srronger ü118.2 s-ource (Taylor
o{',.ptt2l {lyrtz

used 10 microcuri-es, Éhe author zo microcurie?). The angular
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beam u-sed for the determination of the
angular resolution of the scintÍllation
couJrEers.



resolii.tion curves for gamma-rays (¡), (") and (") are i-n sub-

stantial agreement wÍth those of Taylor and hence were not re-
produced. The angular resolution curves for ganirna-rays (a) and

(¡) are reproduced in Figs. ¡(a) and 5(b).
Tlne Jrn of equation (A"45) were eval-uated wi-th a

planimeter. The results along with the gamma-ray energies used

are tabulated i-n Table I" Si-nce both counters never detected

radiations of the sarne energy, only the ratios Jz/Jo, J4/Jo were

æannnrl aÀvvu.

since each

T}:e Qr/qn and A4/ao must be evatuated from.(f .44)

counter detected only one gamma-ray of a given energy"

Another point worth menti-oning is the calibration of
the spectrometer with regarrd to delays. The delays of each chan-

nel- are energy dependent, and the delays between the various chan*

nels should b;e adjusted for maximum coincidences for each pair of
energies studied" The author found that a delay setti-ng for one

cascade, say the ILT} -+ 1332 kev cascade in Ni6O woul-d be quite

different from the low energy cascade lZZ + 244 kev in S*152"

Table I

Gamma-Ray
Ene Source

lù182

trr9z
F+ -2n65
--.60t\ l_

mi6o

-¿

%
6T "4 t<ev

3I2 L<ev

511 kev

1 17D 1røtr

1332 kev

o.g4J

o "942
v"Y)(

o "950

o "942

0"832

0"833

o "86¡

0 .825

0 .852
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Chapter III

Experimental Results

â,n
(u) Applicatj-on of the fast-s1or^r coincidence spectrometer to Ni""

--'6oNi-" is an even-even nucleus that is well- suibed for

angular correlation measurements. It has prominent photoelec-

þron peaks for the cascade of interest, i.e" the TITZ - 1332

kev cascade. Even-even nuclei are supposed fo have spin zero

in their ground state whj-ch neans that the second transition
6,¡j(S2)O is pure. Ni"" has been bhe basi-s of many investigations.

(2,ro,12,24,29,3Fr31). A good introductory di-scussi-on j-s also

given by H. Frauenfelder in Siegbakrnls Beta and Gamma-Ray Spectro-

scopy. Because of the wealth of literature that exists on fhe
Ã¡

angular correlation 1n Ni"", the author will resbrict his dis-

cussion to the accuracy of the measurements made on Ni6O with

the fast-slow system"

The pulse-height ratj-o of the ILTZ * 1332 kev cascade

is 7.L16, hence the 6gI\T6 coincidence unit was usable for this
6,¡

cascade. The source was a S¡na1l metallic pe11et of Co"" with a

strength of 0"1 millicurle, supplled by Atomic Energy of Canada
ÃaLimlted. The spectrum of Ni"" was obtained with each channel,

whereupon the gates of the differentlal discriminators were

widened and set over their respective photopeaks, The correl-a^

bion was first studied with the slow system with :a resolving
t7

time of 10-r Seconds, The genuine to accldental colncidence



ratio for this isotope was 2.5 to 1. countÍng intervals of
40 minutes were used. The measurements 'hiere taken at five dif-
ferenb values of 0; 90" , 120", 140", 160" and l8o". As men_

tioned in chapter r, sectj-on (¿), the singles, coincidence and

accidental rates urere taken aL each p.osition. Each reading was

repeated three times and the mean taken" The si_ng1es counting

rate varied by less than Ly'o over the fj_ve positions.

The experiment was then repeabed with the fast-s1ow

apparatus, which has a resol-ving tlme of 2x1o-B seconds, Theory

says the coinci-dence ratios for the two systems should be

Rf,

E-
'8 1

-L:-:
T

Ẑ.

. n-T-------T -- 2 "2x10-"

Hence R-- : 5R-. The accidentals dropped to 2 every 5 rninutesï-s - s-
where there were 10 everãr five mi-nubes previously" The genuine

to accidental ratio \^ras Lz"O to 1 rather
fhan the l-2"5 to l bhat was to be expected theoreti-cally. The

percentage difference between these two coincidence ratios, i"e.
actual and theoretical coincidence ratios, is 4%" This means

that even with a pulse-height ratio of 1 "116, a few coincidences

are rn-i-ssed "

A function of the form

w(o) = ; Azt Pz.u.( cos o) -- î ^ru "o*2k 
o
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was fitted to the experimental points using the methods of least

squares. The coefficlents Arn and a2k were then corrected for

the finite angular resol-ution of the detectors. The net cor-

rection factors were A/qo = o-895, qlqo = 0.703 since each

counter detected one gamma-ray onl-y"

The errors in these coefficients were found by the

method outlined in Chapter f(n). Tt was pointed out in that

section tnat the error in the anisotropy should be taken as

the error in the experiment since the errors in the coefficients

ô ^F a n^¡fain the errors in the least squares fit.o2k "t nzk ""'

Table II

Sl-ow system

Fast-s1ow SYstem

Theory

A
¿̂-

o "999xO "O22

o.101È0.o04

0"102

AJ,

o"oo89Èo.oo4

o .009oto . oo2

0 " 0091

A( anisotroPY)
o"163tO"006

o . 166t0 .002

o "1667

Table II consists of the corrected coefficients At

and 44, the measured anísotropies and their associ-ated errors '

The error in the anj-sotropy, which will- be taken aS an estimafe

of the egor in the correlation, is a"2/" for the fast-slow sys-

tem and 3"6% for the slow system" This shows that the fast-

slow system is capable of very high precision " It should be

noted that even though bhis error Seems srnall-, it is not aS

smatl as the error reported by Steff en ( 3e) which j-s O .6/'. The

coefficienfs obtained by the method of least Squares, after



correction,

4(E2)2(82)0.
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6a
were found to yield the usual Ni"" assi-gnment

Since both radiations are quadrupole, the assign-

menb of spin 2 bo the first excited state and 4 to the second

excited state follows, The electric character of the radia-

tions indicates that there j-s no pari-ty change in these tran-

sitions " The complete decay scheme with these assignments j-s

shown in Fig. 6" Lloyd (SS) has introduced the idea of basic
L" L^

2 r-pole-2 t-pole gatnma-ganma angular correlation. He found that
L-

the coefficients A^,- are the same for both of the 2 '-po1e-

zLz-pole cascades i-Lr(tl) i (r,r)i+i,^ and i+Lr(tt)i (L2) i -Lzi

furthermore, the coefficients ArU for these particular cascades

are independenb of j, i"e. they are not dependent on the spins

of the initial, intermediate and final nuclear states, only on

the mult,Ípolarity of the radiations" Transitions of this fype
6,¡

are cal]ed basic. Evidently the Ni"" IIT2 -> 1332 kev cascade

is a basic Z2-22 correlation. Lloydìs tables are Very useful

for fast identification of the coefficients AZU" Fig. T shows

the plot of the uncorrected curves for the fast-sl-ow and the

slow system" Nobj-ce that there is a slight scatter to the points

belongi-ng to the slow system in comparison to those of the fast.
't¡lith the usefulness of the fast-s1ow system esbablished it was

used to study 5*152"
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Fig.. 6 Decay Schenle of co6o (ratcen from Keister
and Schmidt, Phys. Rev " 93\gn4)r4o).
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least squares fit to the experÍmental points, Ttre bla6y-
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are the Theoretieal points for a '4{Ep)P(Eç)o assignment.
The magnitudes of the error on the black Lo *rrit" d"ots
are shown on the right hand side. The corrected curve
(not shoinm) for.rows a 4(nr)z('.z)o assignment.



(b) Directional correl-ation in w1B2

lil Pr.nnpr-ties
\ f / r r v¡/vr vr\

The isofope

excited states or wlBZ whieh is one of several complex ganma-

emitting nuclei of even-even specles. The decay scheme of l¡I

containing some twenty-seven ganma-rays, has been subject to

nump'er of investigations ( 34, 35,37,38) .

Four of these invesbigations (34,35'37,38) were con-

cerned with energy determinations of the gamma-radiati-on usi-ng

curved crysta1 gamrûa-ray diffraction speetrometers and beta-ray

spectrometers. Mihelich (S6) performed a coj-ncidence experiment

which determined the order of Some of the lower l-evels in W182.

lhe most recent of these investigations, performed by Murray,

Boehm, Marmj-er and Drmond (Se¡ was quite successful in that it

succeeded in measuring the energies and relative intensities of

ganrna-rays ând conversi.on lines arising from 2f transi-tions in
t 9,o

lú-LUá " They deduced the internal conversion coeffici-ents and

mul-tipolarities for most of 'the transitions which together with

the gamma-ray energies formed the basis of bheir proposed deeay

scheme for tnll82 (¡'ie. B).

The measurement of bhe gâtnma-ray energies with the

curved crystal spectrometer enabled bhem to identify most of

the conversion lines observed with the beta-Yay spectrometer"

Their internal conversion coefficients were obtained fron the

combination of gârnma-ray and conversion line intensities. Their

'nl¡ltipolarity assignments were made largel-y on the basis 'of the

or w1B2

Ta1B2 decays by beta-minus emission into

LB2
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comparison of observed and theoretical (39,40) k-and L-she]l
internal conversion coefficients. In several cases their com-

parisons were ambiguous requiring additional_ arguments.

They do admit tl'ar rever_ r (r:-e. B) is very uncertain"
They also state that the energies of leve]s E through K are more
certain relative to level- D than to the ground state since their
connection to the ground state involves only high_energy cransi_
tions with :rather large uncertainties. Thei_r spin assignments
for l-evels B and c are definite whi]e that for level D may be
questionable because of the uncertainties in the conversion data
for transitions DA and DB. They have pointed out that for the
levels above D there are many possible sets of spin assignments
compatible wlbh their multipolarities of the transitj-ons. Their
proposed assignment, although reasonable is largely speculative
for level-s D and those above ib.

The author undertook to ascertain the spin assignments
of levels D, F and H because they are connected by the following
gamma-ray cascades:

(f ) The 67.74 n :.2ZZ kev cascade, i.e. F -+ D.-' A.

(2) The 102.4 +1-ZZ2 kev cascade, i.e. fl -> D -+ A.

(S) Tlne 67.74 n \IZ2 ir.ev cascade, i.e" F -+ D -Þ B.

Mihelich (36) has shown from h1s coincidence
the rr22 kev gamma-ray is a transiti_on becween levels D

while the l-222 kev gamma is a transi-tion between D and

work of lvlurray et a1 (sa¡ agrees wibh that of Fowler et

work that

and B

A. The

al (s¡)
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for the spln assignments of levels A, B and c but disagrees

for the assignments of levels D to K. Both these authors have

found thab the assignments of levels A, B and c are in agreement

with the Bohr-Mottet_son theory (4f ).
(ti) Procedure

Taylor (46) tried to study the gamma-ray cascades

(r) and (3) in w1B2 with his slow two-channet- spectrometer with-
out success. His coincidence ratio was O.6 (SZ counts per minute

of which 20 were accidental) which means that it was impossible
to obtain valid results. The lowest ratio that one can work with
in directional coruelatj-on is unity, and for accurate results it
shoul-d be at least 5 "

The source was obbained from the Chalk Ri-ver pile where

it was prepared by irradiation of pure tantalum metal with slow

neutrons. The reaction was Tal8l b,É) Tal-82" The sorï2ce- or

strength 20 mlcrocurles was a spherical pell_et r/Bu in diameter,

278 nLLligrams in weight.
rRetrlt"- was studied with the sl-ow two-channel system with

a resol-ving time of to-7 seconds. rt could not be studied with
the fast-s1ow system since the pulse height ratios for cascades

(f), (z) and (S) are approximately 18 to L, B to 1 and LT to 1

respectively. The fast coinci-dence mixer will not operate with
a pulse height ratio greater than about 2 to 1" However, the

Hamner power supply N-401 and the So.renson regulator stabilized
the equipment to such an extent that the lowest coincidence ratio
obtained was 4 to 1. The best colncldence ratlo obtalned was
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T to 1 with cascades (f) and (3), The counting rate for this
case i^ras approximately B every minute of which 1 was accidental "

The same technique was used in obtaining the correla-

tion data for Inll82 tna:- was used with the slow system on Ni6O.

The singles counting rate varied by less than |y'o over the five
positions and counting intervals of 40 minutes were used, each

reading was repeated six times for all three cascades " The bulk
tRcspectrum of !{*"- is shown in Fig. 9. The intensities of the

gamma-rays studied are shown in îabl-e IïI, these values being

taken from Murray et al- (Se¡ .

Table III

Gamma-ray energy (trev)

6r 'r4
r52.41

rr22.o

L222.O

Gamma-ray intensity
Rç

35

r00

95

(iii) Spin and Multipolarlty Assignment

The 67 "4 + 1222 kev cascade (f --n D -' A) will be dis-

cussed first" The L222 kev transition (l'* e) is a transition

to a ground state with a spin of zero. When a transition from

a level of spln J to the ground state (j, = O) takes place only

those transj-tlons are alLowed whlch have the multipolarity of

the radiatlon equal fo the spin of the excited state Ìn questlon,
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i.e., i(re) i2 = ¡(rr=j)0. This follows from the selection rules

angular correlation work:(60) used in gamma-gamrûa

lir_-i l= Lr if il I i however lf il : i then Lt = I only (S.r)

lir-il=LzÍ.f iZ/ j howeverif iz: j then Lz=! only. (3.2)

Since the ground state has spin zero (j"=O) tfre sel-ection rule
(S"e) says the only allowed transitions are those with I j | = Lp,

i.e. the radiation multipolarity must equal the spin of the ex-

cited sbate in questlon.

Thus the only spì-n sequences all-owed for the 1222 lxev

transition are of the type ¡(f,r=J)O. The values of j can run

through all inbegers startlng ab 1. Since the radiatíon multi-
polarity must equal the spin of the l-evel j one can ask what

multipolaritles are allowed and hence determj-ne what spins are

al-lowed. Gamma-ganuna directional correlation experiments have

never observed radiations with an L ) 2" (6f) The only multi-
polaribies observed in experiments of this type âre dipole or

quadrupole. Hence one can insist that the all-owed spin sequences

for the L222 kev transition be i(Le=i)O witfr LZ ( 2" Thus the

spi-n J is either 1 or 2 depending upon whether the radiatlon is

either dipole or quadrupole. The spin sequences that can de-

scribe the 6f .4 - l''222 kev cascade will- be of the type

jr(rr)r(r)o o= jt(r-,r)z(z)0. These sequences along with the

corresponding theoreti-cal values of the angular correlation
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coefficients are listed in Table IV" The multipolarity Lt of
t}:e 67.4 tev gamrna-ray is assumed to be either I or 2 leading

to 12 different possible spin sequences. These sequences were

arrived aþ by application of the angular momentum selection

rules (S.r¡.

Table IV

Spin Sequence

r(r)r(r)o
z(r)r(r)o
1(2)r(r)o
z(z)r( r) o

3(2) 1(r)o

r ( r) 2(2)o

z(r) z(z)o

3(r) z(z)o

r(2) z(z)o

z(z)z(z)o

EQ)z(z)o

4(z) 2(2) o

Theoretical Values of Coefficients

A.-,
¿-

-o .25O

+0 .0501

-o.25O

+O "25O

-0.0715

-o "2505

+Ð .25O

^ 
¡v-t )t-\,ro\Jl_L-t

+o.17BB

-o "0T66

-Q "202

+o " 102

Ar,

o

0

o

0

0

o

o

0

+o "326

-o "0816

+o .0091

Murray et al- (:A¡ have shown by measuring the conversion lines

and gamma-ray energies t., w1B2 brrat the :222 kev gamma-ray is ED"

Thus all spin sequences of the type j., (f,.,)f (f)O are ruled out
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and one need only consider bhe seven spin sequences of the bype

j, (r,r)z(z)o 
"

The theoretical angular correlation coefficients of
these seven spin sequences wirl be compared with those coef-
ficients obtained experimentally with the slow system. The

particular spin sequence whose theoretical- coeffj-cients agree

with the experimental coefficients will yield the spin assi-gn-

ment for thê 6f .+ +1222 iø'ev cascade" Table v shows bhe angurar

correl-afion coefficients obtained from a l-east sguares fit of the

data

Table V

Angular Correlation Coefficients^for
Cascade i¡ [¡f-LÕ'z

the 67. { -+ 7222 irrev

Uncorrected Corrected Theoretical : z ( r ) 2(2) o

al
z-

o .3965

A^t¿

o "2335

"2
rì J¡rn

A¿̂

o "26L

¿-

0.428

A
¿

o "z5o

The correlation

cade is then given by:

function for the 6f "4 + L222 ir'ev cas-

ht(o)-t = r (o"z6r t 0"095)Pr(cos 0).

A graph of the corrected (equation 3.3) and uncorrected

squares fj-t 1s s-holrm -i:t Figure l-0. This coruesponds bo

assignment of 2(f)e(e)0. The error in the coefficient

(3.3)

least

a spin
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is
the

Az =g (o"z6tx 0.095)

Iarge, but the error j-n the ani-sotropy is much l_ess beins of
order of twelve percent, i.Ê.,

A = * (0.450 + 0"054).

This agrees wel-l with the theoretical- anisotropy A = + o "4286
of the Z(r) Z(Z)o cascade.

rf this assignment is examined from the point of view
of the col-lective model of the nucl-eus one can draw some inter-
esting conclusions. Assume t]naL the Bohn-Mottelson theory ap_

plies to w1B2 in its simplest form, that is to say iaiithout

K-forbiddenness (X is the projection of the total angular momen-

tum of the nucleus on the nuclear s¡rmmetry axis). Then level D

will have spin B because this model- predicts the exj-stence of a

6ff "6 ]ø'ev level whlch would have spin 6" Evidence for a level_

at 68o tev is mentíoned by Fowler et at (35) " Levet F wilr then
have a spin of 12 and the spin sequence for the 6f "+.+ !2ZZ kev
cascade would be 12 + B + o. This assignment of course is com-

pletely impossible by virtue of the previous arguments 
"

since the spin sequence is not rz + B ---o o this means

that the spectrum or w1B2 j-s not purely rotational, A purely
rotational spectrum is predicted by the coll_ective model for a

separable nuclear ì^rave equatÍon, i.e. without K-forbiddenness.
lühen K-forblddenness is taken into account by this model its
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predlctlons are ln perfecb agreement wlth the authorts spin

assignments. This point w111 be dlscussed later"
It can then be concluded that tne 67./¡ -+ I2ZZ kev

cascade has the spi-n and mul-tipolarj-ty assignment 2(1)z(z)o.
Both Ievels F and D then have spin 2" This agrees with the

assignments of 'Murray et al (Se¡.

The second cascade studied in III1B2 was trre I5Z.4. -.+

1222 kev cascade. rt has been shown that the rzzz kev transi-
tion has a 2(2)o spin sequence. Thus the spin sequences that
wilt describe the r52.4 + l.222 kev cascade wirl be of the type
jr(r-,r)z(z)0" Ì'lith the assumption that the L52"4 tev gamma is
either dipole (Lf:l) or quadrupole (Lf=2) the selection rule
(s.r) yields a total of seven spin sequences. These spin se-

quences along with the theoretical values of their angular cor-

relation coefficients are the last seven sequences listed in
Table IV.

The theoretical angular correlation coefficlents of
these seven spin sequences will be compared with those coef-

ficients obtained experimentally with the slow system. The

particular spin sequence whose bheoretical coefficients agree

with the experimenbar coeffj-cients will yiel_d the spin assign-

ment for the L52.4 + 1"222 kev cascade.

The angular correlation coefficients for the L52.4 +
l-222 kev cascade are shoun:: in Table V" These coefficlents
were obtalned from a least squares flt to the experlmental
nni¡#ayv¿¡¡ vp c
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Table V

Angular Correlation Coefficients for the I52"4 + :-222 Þ'ev
rQo

Cascade in W-"-

compari_ng the measured values of the angular correla-

tion coefficients in their corrected form (Uanfe V) with the

theoretical- values lj-sted in Table IV shows that the 3(1)2(Z)O

spin sequence fits the data for the ]-52"4 + 1222 kev cascade.

The correlation function for this cascade is then:

tlt(o) -1 = - (0.059 t 0.025) Po( cos 0) .

A graph of the corrected (equation 3"4) and uncorrected least

The error in Ao is extremelYsquares fit 1s shown ln Fig. 11.

1arge, i. e.

Èz = -(0"059 t 0"025) "

This is to be expected due to the 1ow intensity of the 752"4I

key transition, which reduces the ratio of genuine to accidentals

to qui-te a low value, i"e. 4 to 1. The ercor in the anisotropy

(s.+¡

Uncorrected Corrected Theoreticat : 3( t) 2(2) o

ql
¿-

-o.o7T

^în^
¿-

-o "0527

az

-o . 086

^ ¿

^r^-v "v2Y

a
¿̂

-0.1035

n̂2

-0.0714

is not as high as the error in Ap, however. The anisotropy
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a 3(Er)2(E2)o assignment.
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r=-(o"og6to"ot8)

agrees reasonably well wlth the theoretlcal value A = -0.104"
F"urther agreement is obtalned wlth Muryay et al (Se¡ who lndi-
cate that the 152.4 kev transltion 1s pure Er. They had tenta-
tively asslgned spin 3 to 1eve1 H" Thus to an uncertalnty of
21y'" a spin of 3 is assigned to 1eve1 H. The assignment of spi-n z
to level D is much more certain because of the correlation of
cascade (r).

The last cascade that will- be discussed i'W1B2 is
the 6f "+ + 1122 kev cascade. Thls cascade enables the splns of
levels F and D to be checked and the m1x1ng in the 1122 kev

transitÍon to be determined. The angular correlation coefflcients
for the 6f.f+ -+ 1122 kev cascade are shown ln Table vr. These

coefficlents were obtained from a least squares flt to the ex-

perlmental polnts.

Table VI

Angular correlation coefficier¡ts for the 6f "4 -+ l_122 kev
cascade in w1B2

Uncorrected Correc,ted Theoretical

n.t
'¿

^ 
nlrn-v " 1+¿

A^r
¿

-o.rT55

a
â-

-o "268

A,-,
a.

-0.1963

These coefficients
are determined by õ.

The correlation function for this cascade is:
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w( o) -1 = - ( o "!96 t o. o6z) Pr(cos e) 
"

A graph of the corrected (equation 3.5) and uncorrected least

squares fit is shown in Figure 12" The analysis of equation

(S.¡) was performed by using equation (f.¡f). The functions Tü1,

!t-- and W--- were calculated using the tables of Biedenharn and
II IIJ.

Rose (4).

Since the correlation of t]ne 67 "1-¡ 
."+ l-222 ]r.ev cascade

assigns spin 2 to both levels F and D and coulomb excitation

experiments (44) along with internal conversion data (S¡,SB)

assi-gn spin 2 Lo 1eve] B, the 6f .f 4'+ 1l-22 kev cascade was as-

signed the spin sequence 2 + 2 -r 2 wi-th tine 67 "f 4 lxev transiti-on

being Þure E, and the mixing in the II22 kev transition to be

determined by analysis. Murray et al- (Se1 indicates that this

transition has multipolarity Ml + E2. Assuming this to be the

character of the radiation the functions lü1, WtI and ÏIttt were

found to be as listed Ín Table VII.

Tabl-e VII

( a q\

Function

wï = 1 + o "rT5 Pr(cos e)

Spin Sequence

jr(r,r) i(tz) izn z(r)z(t)z

wrr:1-0'0556P"(cose) ir(Llìn) ¡(Lz) iz o 2(2)z(t)z

Wltl = Q.2563 Pr(cos 9) Interference between M, and EZ
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Fig. L2. Directional- correlation curves for the 67.4 +11 22 kev
gamma-ray cascade in I\i182 obtained with the sloui system.
The ful] curve is rd ( e) -r=-o ,tT55P z(cos 0) : Th.e t-east
squares fit to tlne experimental points (black d.ots)"
The dashed. curve rrith ruhite dots is trrl(e)-f=-O "I963PZ(cosÉ):
The least squares fit corrected. for finite angular reso-
lution. A õ=-3 yietds an assignment A(nr )Z(9O/"EDIo/,ry)2.
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substituting these equations into equation (r.:r) yields after
normalization

f-^ ôl
l'l(e) -1 = l f rr{"o* o). (s.a1L r+õ2 l'

Thr¡s A - - 0-175 + o.55tz6o_: l-pfi602'-'2

rhe Anisorropy A = f, 
t *-ot * of 

- ,ì and(r -äo"*Ëo,* -J

3A^--
f\ = 

^-n-t-nz
since 41, = Q

T

Substitutlng for A, yiel_ds

A=
r"Bz5 - 0.5126õ + 2.oi36õ2

Figure 13 is a plot of A versus õ. The measured Anistropy is
indicated by an arror^r on the graph, its varue is A =-o .268.
This value co*esponds to two varues of ô, viz. õ - -3 and
õ - -1. The choice of õ can b.e unambiguous by using internal
conversj-on data. If õ = _3 the mÍxture is 9O/" EZ and IO% ry.
If õ = -l the mixture is 5g;y'" E, and JOy', NIr. ïf õ = _3 is cor_
rect the high pereentage of E, should yield a K converslon co-
efficient of cln = !xle-J. If õ = -l is correct the high percent-
age of Mt should yield a K converslon coefficient of the order

ß"r)

(s.a¡

(s. g)
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of 10-2. The measured K internal conversion coefficient (Murray
et al (sa¡1 of the rLzz kev line in Ini182 is oK = 5x1o-3, thus
õ = -3. Hence the mixture j-n bhe r].zz kev line is 9a% Ec and

Lo% Ma with a phase of 1Bo" between the two radiations.
The assignments of spins z, 2 and 3 bo leveIs D, F and

H respectively are in agreement with the theoretical assignments
predicted by the collective model of the nucteus (47) " Fig. 14

is tnte lever scheme of !ù182 ag predicted by the collective model
of the nucleus. These reactions appear to populate states be_

longÍ-ng to four different rotational bands. This is indicated
by drawing members of the same bands (having same K and n) above

each other, while the different bands are displaced sideways.
The excitatlon energi-es are listed in kev and the states are
labeled by the quanturn numbers (K, jrr). The Level scheme is
inferpreted as lnvolving primarily states associ-ated with four
rotational series" The first series, compri-sing the bhree lowest
leveIs, is the systematically occurri-ng K = o + ground state
rotational band of even-even nuclei" The calculated energy of
bhe 6+ number of this band includes a smal1 correction for the
rotatlon-vlbr"ation interaction, a's deduced from the observed

energies of the 2+ and 4+ states. The second seri-es beglnning
with the l222 kev level has K = 2+ while the third series starts
with the Lzgo kev leve] with K = 2-. The beta-decay or ral82
further populates a 1evel at lr554 kev, which seems to be the
lowest member of a fourbh rotational band.
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Thus it can be seen why the correlation yielded spin

assignments of 2, 2 and 3 to levels D, F and H" Level D be-

longs bo the second serles (f = e+) with spin j and parity n

of 2(+). Levels F and H belong to the third series with j

and rr equal to 2(-) and 3(-) respectively" The 6T "74 t<ev

bransition is a transition between the first state of the third

series and the first state of the second series" The t-52.41 tev

transition is a transltion between the second state of the third

series and the first state of the second series " The high per-

centage of E, in the l-722 kev transition between 1eve1s D and B

is due to the K-forbiddenness for M, radiation. Thus the col-

lective model of the nucleus complefely agrees with the experi-

mental facts "
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( 
") Directional Coruelatlon in sml5z

(i) Properties or sm152

81152 rr"s a hal-f-life of 1J years and decays by K

capture to Sm15e and by beta emission to Gd15z. s*152 contains

some eleven gaÍrms-rays, six of which v\iere recently identified
by GrodzÍ-ns (44¡ " Since 5*152 hu. a Z of 6z it l:.es in the
nstrong coupling regionll and can be classified as a strongly

deformed nucleus. The decay of the long-lived Éu152'f54 *i-*tr""
has been examined by mâny authors (48,4g,5O,5I,52,53,54) " These

workers have identified at l-east bwo beta decays and many garnma

transitions.

The source, obtained from Atomic Energy of Canada

Limlted, 'hras produced by irradiation of EurO, wlth neutrons
1E1 vl 1tr2. rq/¡(Eut:t{¿:,,b)Ei.t2t). rtrrt?* is also produced when Eur0, is ir-

radlated but slnce the actlvity required of 81152 was only 2o

microcurj-es, the correspondi-ng activity of Err154 *as very small,

i"e" less than one microcurie" The Earget salt was sealed Ín

an aluminum tube r/4 hy L/81t. The bulk spectrum or nr-r152'r54

is shoum in Figure L5" Thls was obtained wibh spectrometer No" 2"

The decay scheme of Eu152 as proposed by GrodzÍns (48) ls shown

in Figure 1"6. The lines in Figure 15 that are identified are

probably composite to some extent,, Since some of the lines

found by Grodzins are fairly weak and very close in energy to

each other the resolution of spectrometer No " 2 would not be

good enough to resolve them. In the decay seheme of Figure L5
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the decay percentages are in parentheses. The 1og FT values

are on the K capture and beta branches 
"

There are several- interesting angular correlation
studied in the long-l1ved IiuI5Z, but only three will- be dis-
cussed" There 1s the angular.correlation of the I22 kev, 244

1tr,Dkev fransitlon. Slnce 6rSm--* is a strongly deformed nucleus

one would expect the first and second excited states to be purely

rotational levels with spins of 2* and 4+ respectively. Coulomb

excitation experiments (42) have shown tl::.t the spin of the

I22 lxev l-evel- i-s 2+" Internal conversion data place the spin

of the 366 ttev second excited state at 4+ nut it is not conclu-

sive (48). Thus it i-s desirable to perform an angular correla-

tion experiment to determine bhe spin of the 366 Uev level-"

The second inberesting correl-ation in 5*152 is that

of the 1405 kev'+ L22 kev cascade. Because the l52T kev level
may be of high spin there is the possibility tlnat its assign-

ment coul-d lead to the spi-n assignment of the ground state of
1\DEu---

Unfortunately this experiment could not be performed

because the 1405 kev l-ine was so weak that the coincidence rate

dropped to the l-evel of the accidentals.

The third correlation is in ç0152. The 4oB -r 344 t<ev

cascade is very important because, from the point of view of the

col-l-ective model, if one could measure the spin of the fJZ l,r'ev

l-evel it will be the first ti-me Lhat the second exci-ted state

of a vibrational band near the transition region has been
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definitely established" Unfortunately ttre 408 kev transition
was so weak it could nob be resolved, thus elimlnating this very

important correlati-on as a possible experiment " The only pos-

slble correl-atlon that could be studied out of these three im-

portant cascades was the 244 n l-22 ixev cascade.
/..\
( if) Procedure

Both lines of the 244 * I22 kev cascade were suffi-
ciently intense due to the activity of Sm152 that they could

be resolved" Further, since their pulse height rati-o is 2 to 1

the three channel fast-slow coincidence spectrometer could be

used to sbudy it" Fischer and Marshall (ZO) found tinat the

6elü6 can be brought into current by pulses of different ampli-
+,,,t ^ -r ^ul¿uç, -LoE. o pulse of 2 volts woul-d cause tfre 6En6 to conduct

i{¡ nnn]iaÄ {-^ G., but would not if applied to Gr" Thus a larger_Lr o,}J}J_L_LçL] ur., 
_L 

rrv u JJ d,vyr-Lç 
J

nrr'lç:â rrr^rr'lÁ hAVe tO be applied tO G, than tO G.., " The biaS WAS}.s4vv _3 _ 
_L_

set so thab the 6BN6 would conduct with a :22 i,rev pulse (3 vofts)

applied to G-, and a 4 volt pulse on G," This provided satisfac-r_-J
tory operation for the 244 n 722 lr'ev cascade. The counting pro-

cedure was the same as trrat used on tli60 with the fast-slow coin-

cidence spectrometer" The coincidence counting rate for bhe

244 + I2.2 ]ø..ev cascade was 35 every five minutes of which l- was

accidental- "

(iii) Spin and Multipolarity Assignments

The spin of the 1-22 kev leve1 will be taken as 2, a

measurement obtained by coulomb excitatj-on experiments (44) 
"

1tr'OSince Sm-/- is an even-even nucleus it has spin zero j.n the
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ground state, hence the selection rule (¡.2) states tlnaí the

122 kev gaÍïïa must be quadrupole. Thus the 244 -I22 lxev cag-

cade will- be described by a spin sequence of the type it(tl)2(2)O.

Table VIII Show5 there are Seven spin Seqilences of the

jr(r,r)Z(Z)O type with the assumption that the 244 kev galTxîa-rav

is either dipole or quadrupole. The Seven spin Sequences were

ob,tained by applying sel-ection rule (S.f ¡. The theoretical-

values of the angular correlation coefficients along with the

anisotropies are located in the appropriate col-umns in Table VIÏI"

Table VIII

Theoretical Values of Coefficients and Anisotropy

Spin Sequence

1 ( 1) z(z)o

z( r) 2(2)o

3( 1) z(z)o

1 ( 2) z(z)o

z(z)z(z)o

3( 2) 2(2)o

4(2)2(2)o

n̂^
z-

-o .2505

+o .250

a\ ¡z-t )t
-V.vlrT

+o.17BB

-o "0T66

-o "202

+0 .102

¡̂\ 1,¿+

U

o

\,

o

+o.326

-0. 0816

+0.0091

A

-o"3339

+0.4286

-0.1035

+o .2945

t^ 
^"766rv.vlvv

-o " 3310

+o "1667

Measured Values of Coefficients and Anisotropy

Uncorrected Corrected

qe
¿.

ñ'1 -l??
V . LLJJ

a
¿̂.

o "r25

^tnz ^tA'a)t ^llTT

o.o2B2 0.0072

ô^^alt nJ¡ n
TT

o.o416 o.oo89 0.161

A.-,
É.

o . oBTB 0 "099
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The experimental (measured) coefficients were obtained from a

least squares-fit of the data. Inspection of Table VIII shows

that the measured coefficients and anistropy agree with the

spin sequence 4(2)2(2)O. The error in the measured anisotropy

is approximately 3%, which is not as good as the L.2% error
obtaj-ned with l,li60. This agreement between theory and experÍ-

merib lead the author to assign spln 4 to the 366 l<ev second

excited sbate in Sm152 and a multipolari-ty of 2 to the 244 l<ev

gafüma. Thus, the spin sequence describing the 244 n J22 kev

transition is 4(E2) 2(F.2)0 with an angular correlation function
given by:

Int(0) -1=+(o"o99to.006)pr(cos e) + (o.oo8gto"004)p4(cos e) 
"

(s. ro¡

The assignment of spin 4 to the 366 kev second excited

state means that the ground, first and second excited states j-n

1^DSm*-- are rotational sbates as predicted by the collective model

of the nucleus. Figure 17 shows a plot of the corrected and un-

corrected least squares fib to bhe experimental points for the

4(E2) 2(82)o assignment.
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Fig. aT. Ðirectional conrelation curves for the e44 *rr2z lr,:ev

gamma-ray cascade in Sm152 obtained- with the fast system,
The Lowest curve is W( e)-r:o "oBTBrr(cose)+o .ooçzp4(cose) :

The Least squares fit bo the experiment,a! points (Olack
dots). Tkre d.ashed. curve with lvhite d.ots is
tÍ( 0)-r=o "99P2(cosú)+o"ooB9P4(cos0) : The teast squaï"e
fit corrected for finite angular resoJ-ution. The crosses
are the theoretj-cal points for a 4(nr)z(gù o assignment.
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Directional Correl-ation in ral8f
(i) Properties or ra18l

rRr
Hf'"' has a Z of f2 and, a haLf life of 46 days" It

decays by beta-mi-nus emission to tal81. t"181 contains five
well-known garnrna-rays, four of which are i-n triple and doubl-e

r Rrcascade. Ta'-', with a Z of 73 is a strongly deformed nucl-eus

but of the odd-A type. It has been studied by many investiga-

tors; McGowan ln parti-cular has studj-ed both its beta-decay (Sf)

and the angular correl-atlon of its gaÍma-rays (f01 . Fan (Sf)

has concluded that all of the ganrûa-ray transj-tions r^iere pure

multlpoles on the basis of internal- conversion coefficients ob-

tained from electron intensity measu.rements. His results are

in partial agreement with those of this investigation. H" PauI

(fe¡ of Purdue Uni-versity has also studied bhe angular correla-
+-.^- ^4¡ 4.1^a .i* n tQt
r/J-vrr \Jr urrc 6âlfllIIA- fayS in TA*"* .

The source was obtalned from the Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited with an activity of 2O microcuries. The barget

material was 10 milligrams of HfO, powder sealed in an aluminum
r Qrtube L/2' by 7/Btt. Figure 18 shows the bulk spectrum of Tat"

as obtained with spectrometer No. 2. The 132 kev-135 kev peak

is composite while the peaks at 345 anO 480 stand prominently

di snl qr¡ar{ rTrl-ra nnnmì nanna Of theSe CaSCade gammA-fays make it¿rrv ì/r

rRrideal for a correlation study" The decay scheme of Ta-"* with

the spin assignments of the excited states and the character of

bhe gamma-rays is shown in Figure 19 " This is taken from McGowan

$6) . The reason why Tul8l *"* chos .n{# study is that the
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345 kev
v -2ni*f,8 x lo

E2 + M I

135 kev

øl*p= l'88 to'20
EZ + Mt

22 ¡t sec

I 32 kev

*l*o= o'48to'oz

Ez -,lO-8 sec

48O kev

,!ro =(3.4to.4)*lO-2

E2 + MI

Fig. 19. Decay Scheme
tÈ1 |

^+ì m^-"*VJ LA, After Mccowan t#l
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results of McGowan (56) and Paul (fe¡ are at variance" Paulls

results are as fol-l-ows:

Gamma-ray Energy (Uev)

0 .132

0.135

o "345

0"480

Gamma-ray Energy (tttev)

Õ 1?2

o .135

0 .345

o .4Bo

Ë'
z

M.--1

Loo%

2o/" Bo/"

roo/,

er% 3%

For the 0.132 Mev -> o.4BO irtev cascade z t/Z * 5/2 ** T/2"

For the 0.345 Mev -+ O.135 Mev cascade z 5/2 * 9/2 * T/2.

McGowan 1s results are as foll-ows :

For the 0.132 Mev -+ O.4BO cascade z 5/2 n 9/2 * 7/2"

For the 0"345 Mev -+ 0"135 Mev cascade ¿ 9/2 * 9/2 * T/2.

They agree on the spins of the ground and first excited states,

but disagree on the spins of bhe third and fourth excited states "

The mul-tipolarities of the 0.345 Mev transition and the O.4BO Uev

transition are also in disagreement.

It was decided that rather than repeat the correlation

of the 0.132 -n480 Mev correlation to determine the spins of the

4BO trev level and the 6tZ Uev level , iL would be wiser to per-

form a separate correlati-on l-ike the l-32 + 345 kev correlation

to see what the spins of these two top most 1evels woul-d be"

Ez Mt

roo%

20% Bo%

50/" 5a%

6o% 4o/"
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Thls Is þfar a much more difficult correlation to perform than

the 732 + 4BO tev correlation.
Both Paul and McGowan agree that tire 480 kev transl-

tion is of mlxed multipolarlty even though they disagree on the

percentage of mixing. Meanwhlle Paul states that the 345 trev

transition is of pure multipolariby in agreement with Fan (47)

wh-Lle McGowan claims it is mixed. If the J4þ t<ev line is pure

then the l-32'-+ 345 kev cascade will be a pure muttipole correla-
tion and ibs anisotropy and correlation coefficients will give

an unambiguous spin assignment. Since ttre 4BO kev line is un-

doubtedly mixed, the 132 -"+ 4BO tcev correlatj-on will- give an

anisotropy and correlation coefficients that are dependent on õ,

the mixing ratlo, and will yield an ambi-guous result that can

only be resolved by using internal conversion data. Since some

of the internal conversion data 1s unrellable lt was decided to

perform the 132 -'+ 345 tev correlati-on because of the possibili-

ties of a spin assignmenN that could be determined wholly roy

angular correlation.
¡/..\(ii) Procedure

The sl-ow system was used wi-th a resolving time of
_7"r = 10-r seconds because the pulse-height ratio was 2"6 to 1"

The fast-coinci-dence unit works satisfactorily for pulse-height

ratios less than 2 bo 1. The same counting procedure was re-

peated here as with all other correlations i viz. six readings per

position at 40 minutes per reading" The mean of these six read-

ings was taken as the true r.eqrlino 'l'he gate of discrÌminator
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No. l was set on the 132 kev peak while discri-minator No" 2

was set on the 345 Xev peak. Since the 135 kev l-ine is also

in cascade with the 345 l<ev line the net coincidence r"ate would

be the sum of the colncldence rate due to t;¡e 132 kev '+ 345 1¡.ev

cascade and the 345 - 135 kev cascade íf no precautions \^iere

taken to eliminate bhe latter. Precautions were taken as fol-

lows: the 4BO t<ev level has a mean lifetime of 10-B seconds

while the 135 kev level has a lifetime of less than 10-10 seconds'
C qse a&

"Çince trre 345 - 135 kev cascade is a prompb *}#äãæ (¡B),
a

Elæ there is an average delay of 1O-o seconds bebween the emis-

sion of the l-32 kev line and the 345 tev line while there 1s a

delay of l-ess than 1O-1O seconds between the emission of the

345 t<ev tj-ne and the 135 kev line. Hence if a delay of 1O-B

seconds is inserted i-nto channel f, which accepts the photopeaks

due to the composlte 132-135 kev 1ine, the IJZ -t 345 kev cascade

will be in coincldence while the 345 * 135 kev cascade will not

since it is a prompt coincidence. An additlonal delay will exist

between the l-32 and the 345 }cev lines due to their pulse heights "

This was established by a fast oscil-loscope and found to be of

the order of 4xtO-B seconds or O.O4 microseconds' This was due

to the slou¡ness of the linear amplifiers used" The pulses due

to the 345 tr.ev lj-ne reached the lowest^level of the gate of
x

bheir differential discriminator 4x1O-' seconds after the pulses

due to the 132 kev line reached the lowest 1evel of the gate of

their discriminator. Thus a total delay or 5x10-B seconds ex-

isted between the two channels and a delay of O "O5 m|croseconds
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was inserted into channel 1. It was found Llnaþ the coincidence

rate with ze1o delay in channel 1 was much higher than i-t was

with the o"o5 microsecond delay, as would be expected since

there are coincidences being counbed that are also due to the

prompt 345 n 135 kev cascade. The coincidence ratio for the

L32+ 345 Xev eascade using the O.05 microsecond delay was

'/ f^ |M ¿ô

I^Jith the photomu]tiplier voltage adjusted so fhat no

blocki-ng took ptace in either channel- j-t was found tlnat the

pulse-height ratio was 2"6 bo 1" trrlhen the photomultiplier volb-

age in channel 2 was raised to obtaj-n a pulse height ratio of

t r-l htoekins occurred for the 4BO fev line" This prohibited
v¿v v¡L*¡¡o

the upe .of !þe f3,q! coincidence circuit since its basis of

operation relies on the fact that the whole spectrum must be in

coincidence.

(iii) Spln and MultÍ-polarlty Assignments

The object of performing the 132 kev * 345 kev correla-

tion was bo determine the spins of the 4BO kev leve1 and the

6:12 L.ev level. paul and McGowan agree on a spin of )/2 for the

first exci-ted state. Fbrther, they also agree along with

Fan (fil bhat the 132 kev ganrma-ray is Pure Er" Bobh Fan and

Paul agree f¡a| the 345 fev gamma is pLlre elecbric quadrupole

but McGowan claims it is 50% EZ and 50% M.'. It was assumed,

the first excitedin view of the experimental evidence, tlnat

sõate has a spin of 9/Z and that both the 132 kev and the 345 lr-ev

gaûuna-rays were Pure E" l¡lith these assumpbions the l-32 + 345 k-ev
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cascade could be described by a spin Sequence of the type

il(2) i(z)g/z. The selection rures (S"r) and (S.z) all-ow 15 spin

sequences of the type i..,(2) i(2)9/2. The theoretical values of

bhe coefficients A, and A4 for these sequences are shown in

Table IX. The measured values of the coefficients were obtained

from a least squares fit to the experimental- points 
"

The spin sequence whose theoretical coefficients agree

with the measured ones will- be taken as the Sequence that de-

scribes the lJZ "+ 345 t<ev cascade" It wilt be noticed tlnat both

the measured coefficients are positive in Sign" Thus, of th'e

fifteen allowed spin sequences eleven are ruled out because of

differences j-n sign leaving four possible spin sequences " Of

these four the only sequence whose theoretical coeffici'ents

agree with the measured ones within the experimental error are

those belonging to the spin sequence r/2(z)f/z(2)9¡/2" This

agreement 1ed the author to assign a spin sequence of

t/Z(z)S/z(z)9/z to the 1J2 -'345 kev cascade" It is in diagree-

ment with McGor¡ranrs assignments and multipolarity (¡6) " Since

this thesis was fj-rst submitted in August, 1956, McÇowan has

published a paper on polarization of gamma-ïiays in tal8l (62)

where he shows that his original assignment in (f6) was in error

and that the spins of the 612 kev and 4BO l.rev levels are indeed

f/2 and 5/Z in agreement with the authorts and Pault:s results"

Figure 20 shows a plot of the uncorrected and cor-

rected least squares fit to the experimental points for the

t/2(2)5/2(Z)g/Z assignments, Table X shows the corrected and
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uncorrected values of the angular correlation coefficients.

Figure 2I shows the level scheme as predicted by the collective

¡rodel- of the nucleus for odd A. The notation is the same as

that used in Fig" 14" The reactions appear to populate states

belonging to three different rotational bands. Noti-ce that the

6LZ txev 1evel belongs to the third rotational band, the 4BO kev

l-evel- to the second and the 136 kev leve1 bo the first. Tn*e

132 kev --+ 34! kev cascade connects all three of the rotational
rRr

bands j-n Ta-"- and it can be readily understood why it could

lead to confusion. The collectiye model al-so predicts Lhat the

transition (f /2, g/z+) to (T/2, f /z+) should have an Ê'D inten-

sity of 10 to 2O/" in agreement with

?Cl? lror¡ I orrel haS nOt been ObSefVedJvJ rlv v rv v vr

coulomb excitation experiments (>f)

both McGowan and Paul" The

but has become evident from
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Spin Sequence

L/2(2) 5 /2(2) e/2
3/z(z)r/z(z)e/2
D/z(z)s/z(z)g/z
T /z(z)r/z(z)g/z
e/z(z)s/z(z)g/z
3/z(z)r /z(z)e/z
5/z(z)T /"(z)g/z
T/z(z)r /z(z)g/z
e/z(z)T /z(z)g/z
tt/z(z)T /z(z) g /z
5/z(z) e:/z(z) g /z
T /2(z)e/z(z)g/z
e /z(z) g /z(z) e /z
tt/z(z)g/z(z)g/z
ts/z(z)g/z(z)g/z
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Table IX

Theoretical Values of Coefficients

n̂z

0.102
0.0364

-o .0364
-o "o6z
0.0364

-0. r3BT

-0 "0231
o "oT4
o . oBZB

-o "o646
-0.119
-o "o74z
o .oTD6

o.oT56
-o "065

f\rl

0 . oogl
-o "oro4

o " oo58

-o " 0017
o .0002

-o.o6er
0"111

-o.oB3
0 .0301

-o.oo44
0.1378

-o " 305
o "263

-0. ro8
o " 0173

Measured Values of Coefficients

Corrected

A2

0"101 f 0"002 0 . oo91 0"001

,th')t
T

È

Talole X

Angular Correlation Coeffícients_ for the I32;'+ 345 kev Cascade

in Taföt

Uncorrected
ãn.î A^ I

1¿
n, f* JlT

Corrected
^fl^^oz nz "4 ^4

o.l.232 0"1O1 O"O41B 0"0091

At,:t'

o " oo63o.116 o.oB95 o"az9
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Chapter IV

Suimmary and Conclusj-ons

A fast-slow coincidence spectrometer has been developed
6a 1^D

and appli-ed to the directional correlation of Ni"" and Sm-/-"

The fast coincidence unit was a 6gIT6 Fischer and Marshall (26)
-Rtype unit which was operated at a resolvi-ng time of 2x10 sec-

onds " h.le to the absence of pulse shaping ci-rcuits in the fast

channel the fast-slow spectrometer could only study those gâmma-

ray cascades that have a pulse-height ratio of 2 Lo 1" The

LIT} + 1332 kev cascade in Ni6O was such a cascade along with

tkte 244 +L22 kev cascade j-n sm15z. Since the Ni6o cascade is

considered a trstandardtî in directional correlation work the study

of this cascade also calibrated the fast-slow spectrometer for

bhe study of the 244 * lr22 iø:ev cascade in S*152.

The two-channel coincidence spectrometer was used to
rRc rRrstudy li\r--- and Ta*"-. The innovation of a Sorenson regulator

and a Hamner high-voltage supply stabilized the equipment so that

a given photoelectron line drifted by a tenth of one percenb per

twenty-four hour peri-od, thus making the study of a complicated
rReisotope like lü-"- possible.

The isobopes that were studied were chosen to test the

theory of the collective model of the nucleus as pub forward by

Bohr and Mottelson. -,-,I^I1B2, r^sm752 and -'-Tal8l al-l have atomic('¿ 'o'¿ (J
numbers t]nab lie in the range 6O < Z < 92 which is call-ed the



ttstrong coupli-ng region. rt Nuclei Elnat have a Z in this region

are call-ed Itstrongly defonned nuclei. rr Their ganma-ray spectra

are characterlzed by rotational levels that are disturbed due

to the strong deformatj-ons caused by nucleons outside of closed

shel-ls. These deformations can be characterized by K-forbidden-

ness which can give rise to a multiplicity of robational bands

ì n a çri r¡en snectrum."r'

The study of cascades which connect these rofational

bands would provide a test of the theory. The 6f "+ + 7222 lxev
rRp

cascade in I^l'"- gave a correlation which satisfied a 2 + 2 + O

assignment. fr hl182 was characterized by one rotational band

this would have to be a 12 + B * O assi-gnment. This establ-ished
IRçLhat \^l--' Þossessed more than one rotational band. The collec-

tive model states that t]ne 67.74 transition is a transition be-

tween the first state of the third band and the first state of

the second band" The l-222 kev line is a transition from the

first state of bhe second band to ground. The collective model

assigns a spin sequence of 2 + 2 -'+ O to this cascade in agree-

ment with experiment.

Similarly the L52"4 + L222 kev is another such cascade

where the L52"4 transi-tion occurs between the second state of the

third band and the first state of the second band. The experi-

mentally determined assignment was 3 * 2 -t O for 152.4 - l-222 ly-ev

cascade, which agrees with the collecti-ve model of the nucl-eus.

Another feature of this model is that it predicts a very high

nôrôanl-qoa nf þ^ j-n the tfanSitiOnS tOetWeen the SeCOnd and firStj/v¿ vu¡¡vqÕç v¿
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rotational bands. The 6f "+ + LLD.Z k.ev cascade is one where the
6f .+ transiti-on is between the third a:nd seconci band wfril-e the
II22 kev transition occurs betweerr the second a.nd first" The

directional correlati-on measurement of this cascade y'iel-ded the
assignment z(Er) '-'z(9a% Ez., Lay'o ML) -* e" The hi.gh per"centage

af E, in the l-l-22 kev transition agrees wi.th the collective rnodel

ano j.nter.nal conversi_on data. Thus the experj.mental results
-ô^'ve.r'ify the predictions of the c:oll.ecti-¡e m.o,cel in that ld,rÕz con-

bains at least three rotational ballds with tire transitÍons be-

tween the second and fir"st band being p::i.na:rily Ee because I{.,.

is K-forbidden. .^S*L52 ìrrr" 62ùfl1 t-s an even-evÊn riu.cle'us whlch should

have j = 2 for the first rotational band wit.h spj.n zero for the
grouncÍ state. The directional correl.atjc.¡n stud.ied in .S*.152 ru=

the 244 * L?-2 ir.ev cascade which connects tkie second, first and

ground states. The experimentally deterrnined assigrr.ne¡t was

4 * 2 *+ O in agreement wi.th the collective .no,let 
"

rBlTa-"* is a much stu.died i.sotope but ther"e are con-
ß4 r€)

fJ-icting spin assignments on the t:wo topniost l.evels. A correla-
tion was setecteo that woul.d proviCe ân i.r.nâ.rltbi.guoi;-s assignnent of"

these Lipper l-evels. The lr32 *+ 340 kev c;ascade lrrcul_d provide such

an assÍ.gnmenb if each transition ï\ras pi.rre Er. The assumption

was that if they were pure they wcruld he independent of the m.ix-

ing ratio õ and hence the accuracy of' the ril.easul:emenc would not

have to rely on internal conver:sion data fr:r. an unarnbiguous assign-
:nent " The measured corr"el-ati-on indicatecl an assiEnment of
I/2 + 5/2 * g,/'2 witn multipolarity pure E, for each transition"
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ul;,fThis assignment also agreed wlth the coflective model- tfuas states
that this cascade occurs between the third, second and first
rotationaL' bands ' The 1evels in these bands that are connected
by 132 -+ 345 kev cascade have spins of t/2, 5/Z ana 9/2 respee_
tively"

The conclusions are that the corrective mode' of the
nu-cl.eus provides an adequate descr"ipti,on of nuclei with a
6o <, z <, gz and that directionar cor"reration studies are a
valuable tool in studying the predj.ctions of this model " The
fast-slow coincidence spectrometer i.s a hÍ.gh precisi.on spectro*
meter capabre of measuri-ng cor:rerations to withÍ.n one percent.
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